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Young Wild West's Road Agent Round-Up
OR, ARIETTA CARRYING THE MAIL
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER 1.-Y oung Wild West and the Cowboy Dandy.
Young Wild ·west and his friends were stopping for a dav in the hustling town of Las
Vegas. They had reached Las Vegas about the
middle of the forenoon, and when our hero advised that they remain there until the following
morning, all hands were quite satisfied. Fo1·
the benefit of those who have not been following
up the adventures of our dashing· Boy Hero, we
will state that Young \Vild West was known as
the Champion Deadshot of the West, and that
by his rema1·kable skill, bravery and extreme
coolness, he had done much to help pave the
way to civilization in the wildest parts of the
great region commonly called the Wild West.
Though but a bov in years, he was in every other
way a man, while the friends he had made were
many, and the enemies not a few. But any hero
is bound to have enemies, so there was nothing
strange i'n this.
With the young deadshot were his ,goldenhaired sweetheart, Arietta Murdock; Cheyenne
Charlie, the ex-government scout, and his wife,
Anna; Jim Dart, a Wyoming boy about the same
age as our hero, and his sweetheart, Eloise Gardller; and Hop Wah and Wing Wah, the two
Chinamen who traveled with them in the capacity
of handy man and cook. At the time of which we
write, Las Vegas had nothing like the population
is now- possesses. Still it was a sort of center
for ranchmen and miners, and quite a thriving
business was done there. Our friend were accustomed to camping out, since the greater part
of their time was snent in the wild parts of the
mountains and plains. But finding that they
could be accommodated at the good-sized hotel,
they had put up there and were well pleased
with the way they were treated. It was the first
time any of them had ever been at Las Vegas,
but there was really nothing· there that was new
to them, unless it might be the people they saw.
"Well, Charlie, you seem to be sleepy," our
hero observed, as he nodded to the scout, who
was at that mome11t yawning and stretchin,g his
arms above his head.
"I reckon I am, Wild," was the reply. "Blamed
if this ain't what I call putty dull. If somethin'
don't happen ter wake me up putty soon I'll

h'.1':e ter go out .an' start a row somewhere. I
am t used to this sort of business. It's alto·
gether too tame for me."
"Well, just have a little patience. The chances
are somethinJ?,· will hanp~n bPf~re another clay,
anyhow. If 1t don't I w1ll begm to think that
everybody in these parts has come to the conclusion that it is best to leacl stra~ght and honest
lives. But hello! I wonder who this fellow is."
The boy pointed to a horseman who was ridingslowly down the street toward 1he hotel. Ther·e
was somethirn1: striking- about him. since he was
attired in a fancy corduroy riding suit, a11d had
a big red feather stuck in the band of his ,,·idebrimmed sombrero.
"That fellow has ,got the looks of a bandit o:r
somethin' like that, Wild." was Cheyenne Cl;arlie's comment, as he took a quick ·look at the
stranger.
The horseman 1:ode over close to the porch
and he looked at those sitting· there keenly a~
he passed. Our hero returned the look with interest, for he could tell right away that the horseman was admiring the beauty of his sweetheart,
and the other two girls, for they were all called
r~ther pretty. The man dismounted, and tyin,glus horse to one of the posts that were in a Jine
before the entrance to the hotel he walked
leisurely inside. Our friends on the' porch quickly turned the conversation into another channel
and just as they had about forgotten the dandi~
fled horseman he came out of the barroom and
walked deliberately up to them.
"Pardon me," he said, as he lifted his hat and
made a low bow. "I tlnderstand that Youn~
Wild West is here."
"You have got th,it right, stranger," Wild
answered, quickly, as he arose and looked at the
speaker questionin,gly. "What can I do for you."
"Oh, nothing in particular, "only I have heard
so much about you that when I heard you were
here I resolved to introduce myself. I am Bart
Leonard, and commonly known as the Cowboy
Spo1-t. I am pretty well known about here, and
as I just said, I have heard so much about the
wonderful things you have 1 done in your travels
throughout the West that T became very much.
interested in you. Shake' hands, Young Wild
West."
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"Certainly," and the boy at once took the
hand that was extended to ·him.
But Wild had formed a dislike for the fellow
right way, so he did not ,;("o to the trouble of
introducing the rest of th~ party.
"I take it that this is Cheyenne Charlie," and
Leonard nodded to the scout.
"You have got that right," Charlie answered,
quickly. "That's my handle, an' no m;s•ake."
"Vlell, shake, then. I am very glad to meet
y ou."
Charlie shook hands with him, and then Ra1·t
Leonard, as he called himself, stepped over to
Jim.
"You are Jim Dart, of course," he said, with
a smile.
"Yes, that's ri,ght," and Jim accepted the proffered hand.
"Now then, the ladies," and bowing courteously, Leonard took a step tcward Arietta, a:; though
he desired to shake hands with her.
"Hold on, my friend," said Young Wild WeRt,
in the cool and easy way that harl made him
lamous. "I reckon you are going a little too fast.
N ot that I care about you shaking hands w;th
the girls, but I should think you would wait
for an introduction before yo1., attempted anything of the kind."
"Oh, that's all 1·ight. It don't matter a bit.
We never bother much about the rules of etiquette
in this part of the country, you see."
Then the impudent fellow reached out to seize
Arietta's hand. But she drew back from him
haughtily and stepped aside. By this time the
young deadshot was not a little nettled at the
insolence of the man.
"See here, Mr. Leonard." he said, stepping over
and touching him on the arm, "the best thing
you can do is to get away from here. If you
haven't sense enough to see that your company
is not wanted, I will tell you so."
"Ah! so that's the case, eh? Well, I must say
that this is the first time I have ever been treated in this manner. I have the reputation of being a 1gentleman, Young Wild West, and I have
never yet found the one who would dare tell me
I wasn't."
"What would you do if some one were to tell
you that you were not a gentleman?"
"Well, I would challenge him to fight me right
away."
"All r~ght, then. I will tell you right to your
face that you are anything but a gentleman.
From the way I have sized you up, I have come
to the conclusion that you are a clever scoundrel.
Now then, if you want to fight, just tell me, and
we will go right at it."
"Don't be too hasty," said the man, showin,g
great coolness. "I see you are clenching your
fists. I don't want to fight that way. When I
fight I usually use a gun. I am sorry you are
acting this way, Young Wild West, but still, I
must uphold my reputation. You step out in the
r oad here and I will do the same. Then we will
fight it out."
Without waiting a moment our hero leaped
from the porch and walked out into the middle
of the street. It happened that a lounger had
overheard the conversation, and as he had communicated what was going on to those in the
bar-room, there was a crowd in front of the

hotel in a twinkling. Leonard seemed to have
quite a frw friends in the crowd, and they at
once urged him to go ahead and 'make short
work of the boy.
"Don't kill him, Bart," said one. "Jest show
him how easy you CQUld do it if you wanted ter. -·
Wing him in his rig·ht arm. an' the11 maybe he'll
be glad enough ter apologize."
"I reckon you have said about enough, you
sneakin' coyote!" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed, as
he faced the man his eves flashing- dangerously.
"If you feel as though you wanted ter go out there
an' have a little shootin' match, you jest come
with me, after Young Wild \Vest gits through
with ther fancy lookin' fellar."
"I'll have it out with yer right now," was the
angry retort, and the man, who was apparently
a miner, quickly grabbed for hi:< gun.
But before he could draw it from the hol,;ter
the scout's revolver was on a line with his heart.
"You let g·o that piece of hardware or I'll put
a hole through yer!" he exclaimed. "Whoopee,
whoopee! Wow! wow! I've bPen waiting for
somethin' ter happen, but at last it's come. My
finger's itchin' ter pull ther trigger. Wow!"
Jim Dart was right at the scout's side, a revolver in either hand.
"\Veil, what do you think of this, boy~?" Leonard asked, showing genuine surpri~e. "These .people are actually looking for trouble, I think.
Well, take it easy. all of you, and wait until I
get done with Young Wild West."
Wild had walked a few steps toward the . pot
where Charlie and Jim were standing, for he
did not mean to let th~m get shot by some coward
who might take the chance when he was not
observed. No one said a word, and after ca ting
a look at his friends as though he expected them
to give advice in the matter, Leonard walked
slowly towa1·d the center of the street. But before he reached it he came to a -stop.
"Young Wild West," said he, pointing his
finger at the boy who was waiting for him so
coolly, "I will give you one more chance. I
don't want to e>ven hurt you. If vou will apologize
for what vou said a little while ago we will
call it square."
"I am not in the habit of apologizing- for anything I say. You iust takP two more steps and
I will show you what I know about shooting."
Nettled at the reply, the cowboy dandv drew
a revolver, and then . tepped quickly to the center
of the street. He was not more than twenty
feet from the boy, and u,j went his hand to take
a shot. But before he could pull the trigger a
sharp report sounded, and the weapon dropped
from his hand.' Blood v\·as streaming fr om the
knuckle of his thumb, while the face of the man
had turned chalky.
"Pick up tliat gun!" called out the dashing
young deadshot, commandingly "I am going to
give you a chance."
But instead of complying with the command,
the rascal, for such he surely was, made a grab
for the gun that hung at his left side. Crack !
Again Wild's revolver spoke in its piteful way,
and a sharp cry of pain came from Leonard. Thi ;
time it was his left wrist that had been 1grazed
by the bullet, and as he saw the blood trickling
from it he stood stock still for a moment, and
then bounded toward the hotel as though he wa:,
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in a hurry, to get out of sight of the boy who
stood so calmly in the center of the street.
"Now then, boys! Three cheers fpr Young
Wild West. ther Champion Deadshot!" shouted
Cheyenne Charlie, waving his gun over his head.
As if by magic, the majority of the crowd
took up the shout and the cheers were given
wHh a will. Wild walked Jeisurelv to the door
of the bar-room.
Cheyenne Charlie ran and
pic.."li:ed up the defeated man's revolvers, and then
they all went inside.
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a drink when Wild treated, :md as he swallowed
it he stenped back _near the dandy cowboy.
"\liTiJd," said Charlie, in a low tone of voice,
"I- recion I'd better have it out with that measly
coyote over there. He's ,g ot it in for me, an' I
know it."
"Don't say anything io him, Charlie," wa,; the
reply. "There is no need of making any more
trouble. It seems that the majority of the crowd
are with us now, though at first they were
against us. Don't go to picking a row with him .
It might set them against us."
"Jest as you say, Wild. But if he says anything I'm bound te1: do my full duty, an' don't
CHAPTER IL-Our Friends Meet the Sheriff. yer fo1,git it."
The miner did not choose to say anuthing. and
Bai-t Leonard was bathing the two slight when Bart Leonard walked over and sat down
wounds he had received witli whisky as-Wild en- at a table, he followed him. Two others were
tered the bar-room. He had a group of sym- quick to do the same, making it a party of four .
pathizers about him, thou,gh none of them offered As. they began conversing in low tones our hero
tr: interfere with th:e young deadshot in the least. leaned over the ba1· and said to the proprietox:
"Do those fellow come hexe very often, boys?"
He walked right up to Leonard, and looking at
"Quite often," was the reply. "None of 'em
him as coolly as though no such thing as a duel ·
had taken place but a minute or two before, he don't live here in town, though."
said:
"Ah, is that so? Where does Leonard live?"
''Why didn't you start to shoot when you got
"He's ,g ot a little ranch about ten miles al:Jng
out into the street, Mr. Leonard? You ar.e about ther trail to the west. He's raisin' horses mostly,
the slowest piece of goods I ever saw handle a an' he's got quite ll lot of thoroughbreds there."
gun."
"Have you ever seen him insult any of your
"That's ~11 right, Young Wild West," was the guests, especially ladies?"
retort. "I guess you know why I didn't try to
"No, I neve1· did."
shoot at you sooner. I told you before I went
"Well, that's what he did to-day, and that's
out there that I didn't want to kill a boy."
why I got in a row with him."
"Well, you said something like that, I believe,
"So I heard one of ther boys say. He was out
but I hardly think you meant it. Probably you there on ther porch, an' he seen an' heard all
had an idea that I would take water. But I am what happened. I was surprised to think that
not in the habit of do;ng that, as you know Bart would do anything like that."
pretty well by this time."
It was just then that a horseman ,g alloped up
"Yes, I know pretty well now, I'll admit that." to the ·door, and dismounting hurriedly, entered
"Then you are satisfied. are you?"
the place.
"Perfectly satisfied, Young Wild West."
"Hello, sheriff!" the proprietor called out, cor"All right, then. We'll let it drop. Gentle- dially. "Where have you been keepin' yourself
men, step up and take something. Landlord, I ther last two or three days? Come here; let me
will have one of the best cigal'S you have in the introduce you to Young Wild West, ther Chamhouse, please." •
pion Deadshot."
The owner of the hotel was behind the bar as"What's that you say?" the newcomer asked,
s1stin,g his clerk, and he hastened to get a box of opening wide his eyes and looking at our hero
cigars from a closet ·where it was no doubt kept in surprise. "Young Wild West?"
for special calls.
"Yes, that's what I said, sheriff. Young Wild
"Here yer are, Young Wild West," he said, as West, let me make yer acquainted with Sheriff
he pushed the box toward the young deadshot. Thompson, one of ther whitest men in ther whole
"Help yerself. These are about ther best money county."
kin buy, an' I recommend 'em, 'cause I smoke
"Very glad to meet you, sheriff," Wild said,
'em sometimes myself, when I feel as though I kin as he shook hands with the man. "So you're the
afford it."
sheriff of . the county, are you?''
"Yes, that's what I am. An' you're Young
''Give the 1gentlemen what they like. I don't
drink anything· strong myself, but that doesn't Wild West, ther Champion Deadshot, ther boy
say that I should tell others what they should I've heard so much about but never had ther
chance ter meet afore, are you?"
take."
"Well, that happens to be my name, sheriff."
"'Vell, I'm a sort of temperance man, but I'm
"Well, I reckon you couldn't have dropped
goin' ter have a little tanglefoot." Cheyenne Charlie spoke up. "It ain't often I take much of any- around these here parts in any better time. I've
thing in ther line of liquor, but when I do drink I heard how you have helped 1·un down road agents,
generally has good reasons for <loin' it. Whoo- an' other bands of outlaws. Maybe you kin be
of some assistance to me."
pee! Wow, wow!" '
Nearly all of them fo_llowed the scout's ex"I certainly will help you all I can, for I take
ample and called for liquor. Though Cheyenne pleasure in doinig things of that sort."
Charlie was somewhat hilarious, he had been
"vVell, I come in here for ther express purkeeping his eye on the man who had shown a pose of putting up a placard, which contains an
disposition to put a bullet through him when the offer of a reward for ther capture, dead or alive,
the row first started. This fellow had accepted of Black Bill, ther leader of a band of road
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agents th~t's operat in' on ther trail fr om here
t o Pine Gulch, which is jest abo ut forty-three
miles to ther southwest."
"A reward, eh?" and the boy looked interested,
while Charlie and .Jim stepped up to look at the
placaxd, which the sheriff quickly unroiled.
"Yes, here she is."
They then read the following:
"Five hun<lred dollars 1·eward for the man
known as Black Bill, dead or alive. The above
reward will be paid by me when the aforesaid
Black Bill is brouirl1t to my office at the county
jail.
Charles Thomoson,
"(Signed)
"Sheriff."
"What has this fellow done that a reward is
offered for him d0ad or alive?" Wild asked, lookin,g at the sheriff.
"What has he done?" was the reply. "Why, he
is ther leader of one of ther worst gangs of road
agents that's ever bee:!1 known in these parts.
This gang works all along ther trail, from here
to Pine Gulch, which is a little minin' c:imp.
Sometimes they make hold-ups within a mile or
two of ther town, an' then in a day or two we
hear from 'em at th~r other end of ther trail.
They ain't got no particular place where they
opcn;ate. It seems that they're liable ter show
up anywhere along ther trail. They've cleaned
out travelers an' robbed the stage coach three
times sinc'e they've been at work, takin' in all
about twenty thousand dollars. I've done my
best ter hunt 'em down, but it seems that Black
Bill is so smart that no one can't git at him. I'm
offerin' this reward myself, an' I'll pay it out
of my own pocket if Black Bill is brought ter
me. ·n don't make no difference if he's riddled
with bullets when I git him, so long as I know
for a fact that it's him."
"Well, sheriff, I don't care very much about
the five hundred dollars reward, but I will take
great pleasure in helping you hunt down this
gang of rpad agents. It's just our hobby to get
after such villains, and if we don't catch Black
Bill inside of two or three rJ.ays it will be mig·hty
funny."
"Well, if yer do I'v~ got five hundred dollars
waitin' for you."
So saying, the sheriff stepped over and hung
the placard to a convenient nail he found on the
wall.
"Hello, sheriff," Bart Leonard called out, as
he a1·ose from the table and walked over to read
it. "Have 1.he l'oad aigents been at work .again'?"
"I reckon they have, Bart," was the l'eply. "I
am a little anxious about 'em, too, 'cause you
know putty well that I'm half ow~er in ther stage
coach line what runs over to Pme Gulch. We
jest landed a contract ter carry ther mail over
there three times a week. Yer know there's a
post-office there now. It jest opened'io-day."
"So you are going to carry the mail to Pine
Gulch, then'?"
"Our stage coach has got ther contract to do
it. It has jest been s1gned, an' it's up to us to
deliver ther mail regular without no los · to thee
government."
"Then you have an idea that B lack Bill and
hi,; ,-:mg might hold u_p the stage coach and steal
the ,.,ail'?"

"That's jest it. Bart. Mostly likely there will
be lots of monev sent bv mail fr om t her miners
over at ther Gulch, an' 1f they happen ter know
about it they'll sartinly see to it that they g it
hold of it."
"Well, I have helped you all I can to hunt down
the road agents. I am one of your deputies, you
know."
"Yes, I know that. You have done vour share.
But I ain't blamin' you any, 'cause no one has
been able ter find ther hidin' place of ther road
agents. But I've got someborly now who wiTI
make it putty hot for them fellers, you kin bet."
"You refer to Young· \Vild West, I suppose?"
"Yes, that's ther boy I mean. Are yer acquainted with him'?"
"Slightly," and the dandy cowboy forced a
smile.
"Oh, we are pretty well acquainted, sheriff,"
Wild spoke up . "We met out in front of the
hotel here a few minutes a,go. Mr. Leonard
invited me out there so he might fill me with
lead. But he didn't tlo it, just the same."
"What's that?" and the sheriff evinced great
surprise.
"Oh, it's nothing, sheriff," Leonard declared,
shaking his head . "I tried to bluff the boy, and
it wouldn't work. He gave an exhibition of
some of his fancy shnoting. I have the marks
here."
He showed his hand and wrist, where Wild's
bullets had grazed them, and acted as though
it was merely a common-place thin_g- that had
occurred. Having done this, Leonard went on
talking to his three friends at the table, so the
sheriff, who was very anxious to learn all about
it, turned to our hero and said:
"What was the trouble between you and Bart
Leonard?"
Wild was not long in telling him all abo ut it,
speaking loud enoUigh for every one in the place
tc hear, including the four at the table.
"Well, I declare!" and the sheriff shook his
nead as though he could not quite understand
why the dandy cowbov should act in such an
insulting way, especially t o ladies he had never
met before.
''Let's have a drink, Davy," he said, turning
to the 1noprietor. "Funny things is happenin'
all ther time. If any one had told me that Bart
had done a thing like that I would have_ felt
like callin' him a liar. But I know it must be
so, or he would sartinly deny it."
As the clerk put out a couple of bottles and
several glasses on the bar, a Chinaman came
running into the room as though he was in very
much of a hurry.
"Hip hi! Hoolay!" he called out, swinging his
hat over his head. · "Me allee samee iust in timee.
Me takee lillee tanglefoot. Hoolay for Y onngWild West! Hoolay for evelybody ! Me allee
samee Hop Wah; comee flom China; velly smartee
Chinee. Allee samee Melican sportee. Hoolay,
hoolay!"
Then he began dancing at a lively pace on the
bar-room floor. A burst of laughter went up from
nearly every one in the room , ·for the Chinaman
certainly appeared to be a very comical fe llow,
indeed.
"Stop your foolin', vou yaller galoot," Cheyenne Charlie called out, sharply. "Don't yer
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think that you're goin' ter have a big time in
here all at once. You act as though you was
ther star performer in a big; show, but yer ain't:"
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. You takee 1t
vdly easy now. Me allee light. Me wantee
lillee dlop of tanglefoot."
"Hop," saicl \Vild, sternly, "I reckon you act as
though you have already had too much whisky.
Where have you been for the last hour or two,
anyhow?"
"Me play pokee in um saloon uppee_ um , tleet,
Misler Wild. Me havee velly igooclee luckee, too,
so be. Me takee fivee hundled dollee flom two
velly smartee card sharps. Pletty soonee ley
comee here to lickee me. Me hully up-pee and
lun velly muchee fastee."
Cheyenne Charlie's manner _instan~l:\' changed.
"A couple of card sharps 1s com!l1 here ter
lick yer are they?" he exclaimed, his eyes flashing as he turned toward th~ door. "We_ll, jest
let 'em come. I reckon· they 11 have ter lick me,
too."
The words were scarcely out of his mouth when
two meu came hurrying in, acting as thou1gh they
were very much angered about something. They
each held a revolver, too, and when they spotted
the Chinaman standing close to Youn,g Wild West,
they made a rush for him.
"Hold on strangers," said Wild, stepping directly befor'e them. "I believe you are aft~r th_is
Chinaman, but just go a little easy about 1t, will
you'/''
"Git out of ther way, you kid," one of theih
retorted, angrily. "That heath~n _has got our
money an' if he don't shell out rns1de of half a
minut~ he'll git riudled with bullets, that's all."
"Oh, I reckon you wouldn't shoot him, would
you?"
·
"Git out of ther way!" the other _spoke up.
.. If you stand before ther heathen, you'll be apt
te1· git shot yourself, kid."
Then they pushed their way forwa1·d 3:nd
tried to shove the boy out of the way. As qmck
as a flash Wild struck out with both hands and
sent the two revolvers to the floor.
"Now then," said he, jumping back quickly and
pulling his own ,gun, "if you lay hands on that
Chinaman I'll shoot you."
~
The two card sharps acted as though they were
dumfounded. They glared at the boy who had
so cleverly disarmed them in anger and dismay.
Suddenly one of them ·caught sight of the four
rascals sitting at the table, and he promptly
called out:
"What does this mean? Is it a joke, or is it
ther real thing?"
"I reckon you'll find out that it's mighty real,"
Young Wild West retorted, before any one else
could make an answer. "Now then, iust sit down
and tell your story. If the Chinaman has robbed
you you shall certainly have your money back.
But if he won it from you while you were tryin,g to cheat him, he shall keep it."

CHAPTER IIt-Wild Settles the Dispute.
It was evident that the two men did not like
the looks of the revolvers that showed itself before them, for they decided to do as the b oy said ,
and they picked up chairs and went ove1· t o the
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table where Bart Leonard anrl his companions
were sitting. Then they began talking in low
tones, wh ile our hero and his partners kept a
sharp watch upon them.
"Say, Young Wild West," said Sheriff T hompson, suddenly, "why don't yer let ther heathen
tell his story? I happen ter know ther two men
what accuses him, an' they're mighty expert card
players, I kin tell yer. If he could ,git ther best
of them; 11e must be a regular sundowner."
"Well, sheriff, Hop can surely get the best <Jf
any one who tackles him at draw poker," \,Vild
answered, in his cool and easv way. "I haven't
the least doubt that these fellows tried to fleece
him, but they could not do that if they tried a
week . Hop is alfogether too clever for them.
That Chinaman you see standing there looking
so innocent is an exception to the 1general run
of his race. He is not only a very clever card
sharp, but he is gifted with the art of magic,
or sleight-of-hand, and the tricks he can perform
when he takes a notion to are as mystifying as
they are funny. I doubt if there is another
Chinaman in the whole United States who is anything like Hop in this respect. I know him so
well that I understand this case almost as well
as if I had been present when the ,g ame was in
progress. Those two fellows picked him up for
an innocent, and I suppose he let them know he
had quite a pile of money. Then they proceeded
to fix the cards so they could win it from him.
But they made a mistake when they tackled him.
The Chinaman says he won five hundred dollars
from them, and I don't doubt it in the least; for
Hop is not given to lying in such matters. Now
then, Hop. just step out here and tell how it
happened."
"Allee light, Misle1· Wild," was the reply, and
then all eyes were turned upon the Chinaman .
"Me go to um saloon and tellee um bartender me
allee samee likee play dlaw pokee. Len um
two Melican sports comee uppee and askee me if
me ,gottee some money. Me say me havee allee
samee plenty, and me showee my money. Len
ley wantee play light away, so me play. PleUy
soonee, when one man dealeP. um cards, he givee
um table. Me watchee, and when me bettee twenty dollee, um man take um thlee cards flom under
um table and puttee thlee more backee. Len he
havee four aces. He takee um pot, but me no
care for lat. Pletty soonee me dealee um cards.
Len me fixe..e evelything allee light. One man
havee four jackee, and um other havee four kings.
Me havee four lillee aces. Ley better velly
muchee, and pletty soonee me takee um pot a nd
makee fivee hundled dollee. Len ley igittee velly
muchee mad, and wantee shootee me. Me lun
velly fastee and come light here. It velly tlue
Misler Wild. Me no tellee lie. Um Melica:r{
spo1·ts velly muchee cheatee. Ley no goodee.
Me no likee."
"Gentlemen,'! said the young deadshot, flashinga glance at those pre:;,.ent, "I believe that what
the Chinaman has just told you is the truth.
Now then, the sheriff has said that these two
men are card sharps. Does any one else kn ow
that to be the case?"
" I reckon there ain't no one around there as
knows 'em who cares about p]ayin' poker with
'em," a miner spoke up, boldly, at the same t ime
looking defiantly at those sitting at the t able.
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"All dght, that is enough, I reckon. But just
to settle the question in the easiest way, the
Chinaman shall give them the money be won
from them. Hop, igo over there and pony up."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and Hop smiled,
blandly, as he walked over to the table and proceeded to count out the exact amount he had
won from them.
When he had done . so he dropped the money
on the table, and with a low bow, said:
"Lere, Misler Meli can Mans! Now you got tee
your money backee. Evel,y thling allee liig·ht."
"Gentlemen, I wouldn't take that money if I
were you," Bart Leonard spoke up. "It seems to
be the general opinion that you were cheating
the Chinaman, and that he got the best of you .
That being the case, you should be satisfied to
lose."
"We didn't cheat him, Bart," one of them declared. "\Ve'll take ther money, of course. He
done all ther cheatin'. We didn't have a chance
ter cheat."
"Well, do as you like about it. I only offered
the suggestion, that's all."
"Well, Leonard," Wild called out, his eyes flashing, "it would have made no difference whether
they had acted on your suggestion 01· not. I
told the Chinaman to give them their money, and
you can bet that they would have taken it
whether they wanted to or not. I woµld have
made them take it."
"Is this kid runnin' things here, Bart?" one of
the 1gamblers asked, turning to the cowboy dandy.
"It seems so," was the reply.
"Well, that's what I call mighty funny. I
didn't think you would allow anything like this."
"Sometimes we have to allow certain things,
whether we like them or not," was the reply.
Wild laughed at this remark.
"vVhy don't you show them the marks on your
thumb and wrist?-" l1e said, tauntingly. "Tell
them how you got them, too. Then perhaps they
will want to take it up for you. I reckon I am
just about in trim for a little more shooting, so
the quicker some one takes your part the better
I will like it."
"I don't need any one to take my part, Young
Wild West," • Leonard retorted. "If I am not
capable to do it myself, I always take my medicine. I think I acted squarely with you. You
got the best of me, and I submitted gracefully."
Again Wild la uighed.
"You might call it gracefully," he retorted,
"but I don't. You are a big bluffer, and that's all
there is about- it. You can't shoot fast enou1gh
to keep a wild coyote at bay. The next time
you try conclusions with me you will get a little
more than you got when we were out in the
street a few minutes ago. I know you will be
looking for satisfaction, for I have often met
such villains as you. I never make a mistake
in sizing up a man, either. What I told you on
the porch I repeat now. You are a clever scoundrel. You are no good, in fact, and those sitting
at the table with you are the same sort. Now
then, how do you like that?"
The men shifted their feet uneasily, and looked
at each other, but no one ventured to make a
reply. Satisfied that he had completely cowed
them, and that he need not expect anything from
th~m ~o ·' long _as,I he,te1?t l~l. ~1~. 0;1.tb&m,
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turned to th~ sheriff and began asking about
the band of road agents he was so anxious to
capture. But all the time he had hi.s eyes on the
,group around the table. It was hardly necessary
for him to do this, however, f.pr Cha1·lie and Jim
knew their business pretty well.
"So Bart Leonard is'one of your deputies, eh,
sheriff?" the boy asked, coolly.
"Yes, an' I reckon he's a putty good one, too.
I've always known him to be a putty good hustler."
"Well, I may be mistaken, but I don't believe
he would try to arrest any of the road agents
if he had the chance."
"I don't know about that," and the she-riff
shrugged his shoulders.
"Well, I don't know for certain, either, bat
that's what I think. Anyhow, we'll help you run
down Black Bill and his ,g ang. If we don't come
pretty near getting them before forty-eight hours
have elapsed, I'll miss my guess."
"I hope it turns out that way, Young Wild
West. The five hundred dollal·s reward is yours
as soon as yer eliver Black Bill to me, dead or
alive."
"Well, I don't care ~o much about the five
hundred dollar~. But we'll take it, if we succeed
in 1getting him. We'll start right in to-morrow
morning to look for him."
''Good!" exclaimed the sheriff.
Then Bart Leonard arose from the table, and
stepping· toward them, said:
"Young \Vild \Vest, you are mistaken as to
what kind of a man I am, but I am willing to
let it drop. You say you are goin,g to capture
Black Bill inside of forty-eight hours. Now
then, I want to tell you that I am going to trv
and do that very thing myself. Just because we
have had a disagreement don't say that we can't
work together in this thing."
"Oh, yes, it does. We don't need anyone to
help us. My twQ partners and perhaps our clever
Chinee and the girls might help us out, but we
don't need any assistance from you whatever. If
you are goin,g to hunt clown the road agents go
ahead and do so, and take as many with you as
you like."
"Well, that's what I mean," the villain. declared. "I don't mean that we should join in the
search. What I should have said is that there
was no reason why I shouldn't take part in the
search, too. I want to beat you out, if I can,
not so much for the reward, but just to show
you that I am not the sort of man you think I
am."
"Well, I am sure I have no objections to your
searching for Black Bill and his gang. Why
should I have? Go ahead. The more the merrier, as the saying ,goes. If you beat us out 1'11
give you all the credit that is due you. Does that
suit you, Mr. Leonard?"
"Perfectly," was the reply. "But one thing
more, Young Wild West. If I manage to convince you that I am really sorry for havin,g been
too fresh with the ladies belonging to your party,
will you drop the animosity you have shown
toward me?"
"I certainly will. When you convince me of
that I will shake hands with you and apologize."
"Ah! it makes me feel good to hear you say
tlrn,t. , l,\W 1we.J.LJ,ll!'\Mrlti ~~~t~:eRu~;i,re .t J><>r¥is,1
,rJ 11111 :)11 tl ~
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your word, and I am goin,((" to prove to you that
I am one who sticks to his word. too."
"All right, Leonard. Let it go at that. You
can strike out after the road agents as soon as
you like, but I think we will wait until to-morrow
morqing. Since we are not acquainted with this
part of the country very much, we won't bother
to do any hunti11lil: in the dark. We want daylight for it. I have an idea that we won't have
to go very •far along the trail before we'll meet
Black Bill and his gang. They might be on the
watch for you, you know."
"They might be, if they happen to hear that
you are after them," and Leonard smiled.
"Well, I haven't the least doubt but that they
will hear all about it before to-morrow mo1ming."
"\1\That makes you think that way?"
"Well, I have had quite a little experience in
such business, even though I am very young
yet. I have always found it to be that such
gangs generallv have a spy hanging around to
hear what's goin1g on at both ends of the route.
The road agents operate at all points along the
trail, and that means..that some of them must be
pretty well acquainted at each end of it, so they
can learn just when it's worth while to hold up
the stage coach."
"Well, that is a pretty g·ood theory you have.
I never thought of that before."
"Well, if it is worth anything to you, you are
entirely welcome to it. I am 1going to work on
those lines, and if I don't get sight of Black Bill
before to-morrow night I will almost be willing
to give it up as a bad job."
The face of the cowboy dandy was very smiling now. He seemed to feel better than he had
at any time since he ha~the disagreement with
the young deadshot. He even tried to get on
more f.riendly terms, but this Wild would not
permit. The sheriff now asked all hands to the
bar.
CHAPTER IV.-Our Friends Hit the Trail.
After the sheriff had treated all hands, Young
Wild West and his partnern went out upon the
porch and found the girls still there. While
,. they were somewhat anxious when the young
cleadshot stepped out into the sti·eet to fight it out
with guns, with the man who had been so insulting, none of them had feared the outcome.
They had the utmost confidence in Wild, for they
well knew his skill and coolness could not be
surpassed.
"Well, Et," said our hero, as he took a seat
beside his sweetheart, "I reckon we'll keep you
company for a while now. Things are pretty
quiet around here again."
"I saw everything that happened, Wild," the
girl answered. "It didn't take me but a few
seconds to satisfy myself that the man was
bluffing. He was really afraid of you. When
he walked out there and pulled his gim his face
was very pale. No doubt he felt that he was
pretty close to qeath at the time. But I am glad
you settle it without harming him much."
"Oh, the two scratches he got won't amount
to anything, but I reckon I'll hear from him
again, Et. That fellow is a pretty cool hand,
after all. He has got a g•od set of brains, too,
and he will be working them for all the~ are
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worth. He seems to be ouite a favorite around
here, and almost every one knows him. But that's
all right. Probably they have never had occasion to look into his past life, or what his
private doings of the present are. The truth is
that I have my suspicions that he is a clever
thief, and that he 1·eally makes his living that
way."
"A thief, Wild?" and the girl looked at him in
_surprise.
"Yes. We just learned a little while at!;O that
there is a band of road agents located somewhere
between here and the mining camp called Pine
Gulch. The sheriff has offered five hundred dollars reward for their leader, who is called Black
Bill, and we are going to undertake the job of
earning the reward."
"That is not much of a reward to 1·isk your
life for," spoke p the scout's· wife, with ~
smile.
"Of course not, A1ma," the young deadshot
answered, quickly. "But it is not the re-., ard
that we are after, you know. We are afte1· the
excitement of the thing. At the same time, if
we succeed, we will be doing the honest people
of this section a good turn."
"Yes, I know. I didn't think for an instant
that you were simply going to undertake the runing down of a band of road a~ents for the reward."
"But we'll take ther risk, jest ther same, gal,"
said Charlie, with a grin. "Five hundred dollars
divided between ther three of us will make a little
spendin' money, anyhow."
Then Wild told the girls all about what had
happened in the bar-room of the hotel. By the
way he talked it was easy for them to guess
that he suspected Bart Leonard as bein,g directly connected with the band of road agents.
·B ut no one made a remark to that effect, and
after a while the conversation turned to other
topics. As the afternoon passed, Jim Dart suggested that they take a walk about the town before supper. This was pleasing to all hands, so
they were not long in ,g etting ready to sally forth.
from the hotel. There was ouite a little to be
seen, for Las Vegas was certainly a hi...stling sort
of place, and they spent their time walking and
standing about -qntil six o'clock came. Then
they made their way back to the hotel, and
found thev were just in time for supper.
"I wonder what that blamed heathen has been
up to all this time," Cheyenne Charlie observed,
as he was washing himself preparatory to going
into the dining-room.
Wild said: "Hop is bound to have his way.
His good points more than offset his bad ones,
so we will have to let him do about as he pleases,
unless he happens to go too far. I hardly think
he has played any more draw poker, since now
every one around knows pretty well that he
would be a bad one to tackle. If he has been
drinking a little too much, I will give him a
li,cture, but that's all the good it will do, I suppose."
After eating their supper our friends sat on
the porch a while and watched the setting sun.
Then it grew a little chilly, for it was in th!!,
early spring, and the gil'ls went into the house·...
Wild and his partners made their wav to the
barroom, since that was about the only place
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they could find to interest them. All sorts of
characters gathered there, and the news of the
surrounding country was freely discussed. In
this way they could tell pretty well what was
going on. There were quite a few of the frecmenters of the resort in the bar-room when
they came in, but Bart Leonard and his four
friends were not among them. Hop was not
there, either, but since the landlord had probably sent him around to the kitchen to get his
supper along with \Ving, the cook, there was
nothing surprising in this. The sheriff had
come in again just br,fore our friends entered,
and he gave them a welcome just as if he had not
seen them two or three hours before.
"I've been all over town tackin' un them J)lacards, Young \Vild \Vest," he said to our hero,
as he pointed to the one he had placed upon the
wal! of the bar-room. "I put some on trees, too,
so I reckon everybody will have a chance ter
know what's goin ' on. That five hundred dollar,; in gold is in ther safe -0ver at ther jail, an'
I'm jest waitin' for ther chance of handin' it to
.;ome one. This road agent business has got to
be broke up, an' no mistake. I got a letter since
I seen yer last, from ther post-office department,
an' it says that ther mail must be got throu,~h on
time. Ther Government is very strict in sich
things, yer know, an' I'm afraid if anything
should happen right at ther start our company
will lose thel' contract of carryin' thcr mail. Of
coul'se, it don't amount to sich an awful lo t, but
it helps along nicely to pay ther expense·. With
what we git by carryin' ther mail, an' ther
passengers we take back an' forth, ther route
will pay good. Pine Gulch is boomin' a whole
lot, an' after we have carried out our contract
with ther Government for six months, which is
ther time set for it, most likely we'll git more
money, 'cause there'll be more mail to carry. Now
then, I'd like ter have you foller along behind
ther stage coach when its starts out to-morrow
mornin' with ther first mail-bag ter go ovel' ter
Pine Gulch. You said you wa goin' ter run
down ther road agents, so I think you might
have a putty good chance of seein' some of 'em
if you went along close to ther st~e coach. Ther
chances are they'll hear about thcr mail goin'
over for ther first time, an' it's jest tickle 'cm
a while lot if they git hold of ther outfit an' stop
ther mail from bein' delivered. I don't know this
for a fact, but it sorter strikes me that way."
"So the first mail-bag is to be taken over tomorrow morning, eh, sheriff?"
"Yes, that's right. That's ther instructions I
received when thcr ,mail come in to ther postoffice here about ha!£ an hour ago. They've got
a brand-new mail-bag at ther postoffice, an' its
marlr.ed 'Pine Gulch,' ready for businc::;s."
"All right, sheriff. We will endeavor to see
that the mail gets to Pine Gulch on time."
"I kn owed yer would say that, Young Wild
West. You're all right, my boy. You're goin'
ter try tcr keep up your reputation, so I think
it's a safe bet that ther mail will ,git through on
time."
What the sheriff said to him interested our
hero not a little. But he was satisfied that the
suggestion to follow the stage coach was a good
one, and he decided upon doirnr it

"At what time do you start in the morning-,
sheriff?" he asked.
"Nine o'clock," was the reply.
"All right; perhaps we will leave a little before
that. But we won't be far away from the stage
coach all the way over, you can bet on that."
"Well, most likely you'l! have JJenty of company, 'cause Bart Leonard says he's goin' ter
take four or five men along thee trail ter look
out for things, too. It seems that he wants ter
beat you out in this game. He wants ter have
ther honor of kctchin' Black Bill."
"Well, 1 hardly think he will ever have the
honor, sheriff. I don't know just why, but it
,:trikes me that he wouldn't catch the road agent
leader if he had the chance."
"Well, I don't know about that," and Sheriff
Thompson shrugged his shoulders.
Wild could tell that the man possessed considerable confidence in Leonard, and not wishing
to say anything more against the rascal he had
under suspicion, he dropped the subject. Our
three friends did not remain in the bar-room very
long. There was a piano at the hotel, and Anna
could play quite well, so when they heard the
sounds from it they went around and joined the
girls and a few others of the female guests of
the house in the parlor. Then it was not long
before some of the male ,guests gathered there.
One or two others could play as well as Anna,
so the result was that a very pleasant evening
was spent. Shortly after ten our friends retired, for they had a way of always getting up
early in the morning, and thev did not want to
break the rule even though they are stopping
at the hotel.
They had breakfast a little before seven, and
Y,hen it was over with Wild and his partners
went out to look after the horses and at the
same time instruct Hop and Wing to load the
pack-horses, since they had decided to ride on
over to Pine Gulch and hunt for the road agents
on the way. In case the rascally band did not
show itself they would make their headquarters
at the Gulch for a day, and search for them
along the trail, ,Yhile the girls remained t.here.
But Youn,g Wild We&t was confident that they
would meet Black Bill and his gang before they
got to the Gulch. They found the horses all right.
Hop and Wing- were there assisting- the stable
man in cleaning them. Hop looked pretty bright
for one who had put in a pretty good night of it,
and he grinned broadly when he saw Wild and his
partners company.
"Velly nicee morning, so be," he observed.
"Yes, Ilop. Have you had your breakfast?"
"Yes, Misler Wild. Me havee um bleakfast
lillee while ago. My foolee blother havee him
bleakfast, too, so be."
"\Veil, why wouldn't he have his breakfast, too,
you yaller coyote?" Charlie asked, quickly.
"Lat allee light, l.\'Iisler Charlie. Me sav lat
so you 'say somethling, so be. Me .vellv smartce
Chinee. Me makee you mad velly muchee easy."
"Some of these times you'll make me so blamed
mad that I'll make good ther threat I've made a
whole lot of times, an' cut off that blamed pigtail
of yours."
"Len me ,go back to China, Misler Charlie,"
and Hop ,;hook his head as though such a thought
dis1urbecl J1im quite a little.
"Huh!" and the scout sh1·ugged his shoulders.
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"I reckon vou don't want to go back to China,
anyhow. i'll bet if ther truth was known you
don't dare ter ,go back. They would hang yer
or cut your heacl off or somethin', i.f you did.
There's no telling what you done afore you come
to ther United States."
"When me gittee leddy to go back to China,
me go, Misler Charlie. Make2 no mistalee on
lot."
"Yes, when yer git Teady. But I'll bet you'})
never think about gittin' ready, even.
Thls
country is ,good enough for you. You have had
more inoney an' good times, since you've been
here than all your ancestors afore ver ever had
in their lives."
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie."
"Never mind doing so much talking, Hop,"
spoke up our hero. "Go ahead and load the packhorses. We are going to start pre tty soon."
"Where ·we go, Misler \Vild ?"
"Oh, we are going to take a ride along the
trail to a place called Pine Gulch. Probably we
will strike some robbers on there way, so you had
-better load that old pistol of yours and be ready
for them."
.
"Me fixee allee hght. Me gottee plenty colored
fire so be. Me makee lillee fire works and scare
um'lobbers. Me velly sma1·tee Chinee."
Hop did not seem to be the least disturbed at
what the young deadshot said. While he was .not
much at fighting, he always rna11aged to find a
way to get out of trouble when he 1got in it. This
was no doubt due to his sleight-of-hand ability
and his wonderful ,cleverness. \Ving assisted him,
and they were not long in loading the two packborses. Then Wild and his partners saddled the
other horses, and led them around to the front of
the hotel. The girls were waiting for them, and
quite a crowd of loungers were there waiting to
see them off. The sheriff came along just as they
were mounting.
"Are yer goin' so soon, Young Wild West?" he
asked.
"Yes, we are going to take it along easy. The
chances are we will have to camp somewhere tonight, so we'll look for something in the line of
game on the way. We won't be far from the trail
when the stage coach comes along with the mail,
though."
"Well, all right. It's goin' ter leave at nine
o~clock sharp, or I'll know ther reason why. I'm
goin' ter carry out ther Government contract or
bust. That's ther kind of a hairpin I am."
"'Ve will do our best to help you, she1·iff. I
told you yesterday that we would get Black Bill.
I have not changed my mind, so you can expect
to have him landed dead or ·alive at the jail before many hours.''
The sheriff took off his hat and led in a cheer
as the party rode away from the hotel and took
the trail for Pine Gulch.

CHAPTER V.-Black Bill Makes His Apperance.
Probably the biggest crowd that had ever
gathered to see the staige coach off were on hand
that morning when the brand-new mail-bag containing a quantity of mail for the miners over
at Pine Gulch was handed to the driver. Sheriff
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Thompson was right there in the interests of the
company, and when he saw the postmaster deliver
the bag he ,gave a nod of satisfaction.
, "Now then, Jack," he said to the driver, "it's
for you ter git that mail through on time. You
have got a good man up there with yer ter fight
off ther road agents if they happen to sho,:v up
afore yer git to ther Gulch. Ther three passengers you have 1got inside don't look as though
they would be much on ther fight, but that makes
no difference. Young Wild West will be somewhere around if anything happens, you ki'1 bet,
an' then there's Bart Leonard, one of my denu'ie,,,
He's got three or four men with him, an' they're
up at trer Gulch, too. It's jest nine o'clock now.
Good luck toyer. Away yer ,go !"
A cheer went up, and tJie driver cracked his
whip, and away rolled the lumberin e; old stage
coach, which was of the ~pe that had long been in
use in that section of the country. The passengers the sheriff had alluded to were three men
who were no doubt strangers in the West. One
glance at them would have told the real Westerner that they were from the East, and that they
had come to that part of New Mexico to look for
gold. Each of them carried a grip or two for the
purpose they were bent on. They heard what the
sheriff said about an expected attack from road
agents, and this made them feel anything but
easy. While they had all read the placard offering the reward for Black Bill, dead or alive, none
of them had thought they would be in any clan_ger
on the trip over to Pine Gulch, which was their
destination. It seemed that they had friends
there who had written to them urging them to
come out and turn to gold mining, and the lure
of gold had gotten the best of them, so they had
come all the way from a little town in Pennsy1vania. When the sheriff said that it was not likely they would put up much of a fight he simply
did so because they did not look to be the sort of
men who were used to being attacked by road
agents. But they were all armed, nevertheless,
for they had been advised by their friends at the
mining camp to come that way. Each man was
supplied with a revolver of large caliber. Two of
them carried their guns in their coat pockets,
while the other, in imitation of the miners of the
West, had his in a holster that was attached to
his belt.
"Well, boys," said the elder of the three, as the
stage coach rattlad along, "it looks as though we
might have some fighting to do before we get to
our destination."
"That's what it does, Andy," the younger of
the trio answered, shaking his head gravely.
"From what I have heard while waiting for the
stage coach, this is the first time the mail has
been sent over to Pine Gulch. That man who is
the sheriff, they say, seems to be very anxious
about getting it there on time. I suppose he
fears that there will be a hold-up, and the mail
will be stolen. In such a case it would be a bad
showing for the company who runs the staig-e
route."
"That's just it,'" the third man said, nodding
his approval. "I have been standing around for
nearly an houx, and I have heard a whole lot of
talk. It appears that there is a band of road
agents, and that they have a leader called Black
Bill. He is a very slippery customer, too, and
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though the sheriff has had men swTcl-iin'.?.· for cut, that's all. Do you think we will manage to
him a long time, he has fa;1e'i to get holJ of him. make a go of it when we ,get there?"
That is why a reward of five lrnn<lred dollars has
"I don't see whv not. Tbere ain't hardly a
been offered. ·But it seems that there are quite man what's went there in ther last two or three
a numbet out looking for the road agents. and months what ain't tbere yet makin' his pile. I
that some of them are ,g oing to go as a guard belong over there, yer see. I come over to ther
for the r+P,ge coach on the way ove1·. vVc m,rnt not town ther day afore yis'.:erday on a little business,
be surnrised to see a number of horsemen riding an' I set out this mornin' ter go back. I've got a
toward us at any time. That don't mean that mighty ,good pavin' claim there. It's worth about
they will be road agents, either, for most likely seventy-five dollars a day to me, every day I
they will be those who are going over with us to work. That's makin' money putty fast, I reckon."
see that we get there safely."
"I should say so!"
''Well, it will be hard to tell who or what they
The three passenge!'S looked at each other and
are u_ntil 1.he make known their business, if they
happen to ride up to us," the man called Andy appeared to he elated at hearing; such good news
of the mining camp.
.
answr-ed, ,vit.h a shake of his head.
"But, of course, seventy-five dollars a day ain't
"\Veil, most likely the road a.gents will wear
masks, so i~ will be easy to tell them if they nothin', when you come tel' fi;gure it," went on the
hapnen to ccme alon.2:." the second man declared. stranger. "If a man's guin' ter git rich he's got
ThC'v ke 1 1t on conversing and the four horses ter work mighty hard, an' if he happens ter
kept ihe l'ickety old vehicle going along with a strike a pocl:et it wouldn't take him lonig ter git
jolt f'Very now and then. When about five miles together fifty or sixtv thousand dollars. But
had been covered the driver suddenly slackened there's a l·ot of us out this way what don't seem
the weed of the horses, and when the three pas- ter want ter git rich vei·v fast. ·we're generally
sen,R"ers heard him call 01 1 t "Hello," to some one, satisfied ter make anywhere from fifty ter a
their heads went out of the window immedia+el:v,,. hundred a• day, an' take a day off now an' then
But when thev saw a man standing at the road- _ter spend it. There's nothin' like havin' a good
.
side anpai-ently in distress, their minds were easy time, strangers."
"Well, a good time is all right," the vounger
right away.
"I'm in hard luck," they heard him say, RS the of the trio answered, "but I think I'll be willing
stage coach was brought to a halt. "I was rid- to try and accumulate some wealth first. Then
in' ahnir J-,ere on my wav to Pine Gulch when my I'll be able to have a good time whenever I want
nag stumbled an' chucked me over his head. By to."
But
"You have got that right, my friend.
the,· time I got up he was gallopin' down ther
trail I 'ke ther wind. I run after him till I got maybe you'll change your mind when you ,git over
tired. but I couldn't ketch ther blamed nag. That to ther Gulch . You'll git so lonesome there when
s01-ter puts me in a bad way, so if you don't youi· work is done for ther day that you won't
mind givin' me a lift over to ther Gulch, I'll pay know what ter do with yourself.. Then ther first
thing you know you'll be pilin' tanglefoot into yer
yer what it's wo1·th."
"Sartin, stranger," the driver answered. "Git an' buckin' ther tiger, or playin' draw poker.
right in. There's room inside, unless yer want Miners has 1got ter have somethin' ter amuse 'em,
yer know, an' them is about ther only things they
ter ride up here."
kin find ter do."
"I'll g-it inside, I reckon."
"Well, I'll try and put up with it for a few
One of the passengers opened the door for him,
and the stranger, who was a man of medium months, anyhow, if I happen to find the way to
height and build, wearin1g a black beard, and get rich fast."
"I hope yer do. Did yer come out prepared ter
dressed after the fashion of an 01·dinary miner
live a while afore yer strike it rich?"
stepped in.
"Good-mornin', pards," he said, in a friend]~
"Oh, yes. We have all got enough money to
way. "I s'pose yer kin imagine how I felt when last us for a month, I suppose. We don't expect
I lost my horse. It's a long ride civer to Pine
to have good luck r~ght at the start, you know.
Gulch. Somethin' like forty-three miles frorn
If that was the case, a man could come here with
ther town."
barely money enough to pay his expenses. But he
"That certainly is a long ride," the man callecl
must have sufficient money to Pav his board for a
Andy answered, with a smile. "But when it while. Board is pretty high at the Gulch, I supcomes to walkin' it, I think that is out of the pose."
question."
"Well, I reckon you kin git along all rtght for
"That's what I was thinkin'. Jest afore I about five dollars a day, if you don't git too exheard ther stage coach comin' I made up my mind trava·gant. Yer might have ter sleep on a board
that I'd hoof it back to ther town an' ,g it another under a leaky roof, too. But you won't mind
horse. I've got jest about enough money ter that."
The black-whiskered stran,ger laughed lightly
buy a horse, too, an' that would have left me in
,putty bad shape. I didn't know ther stage coach as he said this. Then he thrust his head out of
run over this way to-day, but I'm blamed glad the window and looked ahead, as though in search
that it does. Maybe we'll find my horse afore of his horse.
long, an' then I'll ketch him an' part company
"Do you think your horse kept right along the
with yer. Goin' over to try your luck at pro- trail?" one of the passengers asked.
spectin', I s'pose?"
"Well, I think so. He knows where his home '
"Yes, we have igot some friends at Pine Gulch, is, an' most likely he'll go r~ght along till he gits
and they have been writing such glowing ac- to ther Gulch, though he'll take his time about it
c~-u.nts about the place that we just had to come an' browse whenever he gits hungry on ther
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Vv'e'll run across him putty soon, I'm
sartin."
On went the stage coach, and about a mile fur.ther on the stranger looked out of the window
again.
"T11ere he is, by jingo! chewin' ther grass at
ther side of ther trail! Hello, driver!"
"Hello!" came the Te ply from the box above.
"That's my nag out there. Stop when yer _git
to him. How much do I owe yer for ther ride
I've had?"
"Nothin' at all," was the reply. "You don't
s'pose I would charge yer for i:;idin' along two
or three miles with us, do yer?"
"Well, I'm much obliged to yer. Have a chaw
of tobacker?"
"Don't mind if I do."
"Well, I've got a couple of plugs here, an' I
kin spare one of 'em. I'll give yer ther whole
plug when we stop. Look out yer don't scare that
r.a,,g of mine, now. Jest pull up when you git
right alongside of him."
A hundred feet further on and the stage coach
came to a halt.
"Here yer are," the driver called out.
"All right, I'll be ri_ght there."
Then the stranger suddenly whipped out a revolver, and pointing the muzzle toward the three
men, exclaimed, in a hoarse whisper:
"If either one of you galoots open your mouth
vou'U be dead men! I'm Black Bill, ther road
agent leader. If you want to live, do jest as I
tell yer. I'm a desperate man."
The faces of the three passengers turned
a shen.
"Jest hand over what money you have got, an'
be quick about it," said Black Bill, a smile flitting
across his face.
The man called Andy looked at h:s companions
as though he expected them to help him out. But
not even an encouraging glance came from them.
Then he drove down into his trousers pocket and
drew forth a wallet that seemed to be fairly well
filled. Without a word, he handed it to the road
a.gent, who quickly dropped it into the pocket of
his coat. He nodded to the others, and they
quickly handed over the ready money they had
about them.
"Thank you, gentlemen, I am much obliged.
You will have something to tell your friends when
you get over to Pine Gulch."
The man's rough way of speaking had changed
now. But this did not encoura,ge his three victims a bit. They knew they had been duped, and
fearing that they would be shot to death instantly, they sat there as though they were dummies.
"I'm a deadshot," went on Black Bill, as he
pushed his rnvolver a little closer to their faces.
"If you say one word of what has happened to
those men on top of the stage, I will surely get
one of you before I leave. I am goinig to get out
and mount my horse and ride away now. As
soon as I have gone you can do as you like. But
you just give the alarm before I leave and one
or more of you will drop dead."
He slipped his coatsleeve further down, so that
it nearly concealed the weapon he had in his hand,
and then stepped out of the stage coach.
"Gents," said he, adopting his rouigh way of
speaking again, "I hope you will have a good
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time an' strike it rich when you git to Pine Gulch.
I'll see yer there some time durin' ther day, mo~t
likely. Here's your plu-~ of tobacker, driver,"
and he deftly tossed it upward .
The driver caught it and tharked him.
"Now then, I'll ride on. :rn' rood lu<'k to all of
yer. I hope ther road agen '.s don't bother yer
afore yei· git there."
The driver cracked the whip, and the four
horses started off at a canter. Then Black Bill
coolly mounted his horse and rode off to the left.
disappearing qµickly behind a clump of trees.

CHAPTER VI.-The Hold-up.
Young Wild West and his companions rqde
along leisurely, .and when they we1·e a couple of
miles out of the town they began looking around
for omething in the way of game.
"This is just the sort of country for partrid,ges,
Et," our hero said to· his sweetheart, as he
watched on both sides of the trail. "I reckon we
have got an hour or so to spare, so suppose we
leave our horses here, and strike out through the
thicket over there. There is a clearing just the
other side of it, where there aTe plerity of low
bushes bearing berries that birds are fond of. I
no•iced that just before we came down in this
hollow."
"All right, Wild," the ,girl answered, for she
was never better pleased than when she went
hunting with her dashing young lover.
"Get your shot-gun, then. Hop will ,.give it to
you. I reckon."
Then the boy called a halt and told of his intentions ..
"S'pose me an' Anna goes, too, WUd?" Cheyenne Charlie asked.
"Well, I reckon it will be all right. Jim and
Eloise can come also, for that matter. I hardly
think the road agents will appear in this neighborhood for a while. If they do we won't be so
very far away, anyhow. It won't be necessar:J to
go more than two or three hundred yards from
the trail. Come on, all of you, and we'll get
a few birds. I haven't eaten a broiled partridge
in over a week."
They all caught on the spirit of the thing, and
soon the girls were each supplied with a doublebarreled shot-gun, while Charlie and Jim were satisfied to do their shootin,g with Tift.es. Sometimes
they caught partridges on the ground, or upon
Tocks, and then it was easy for them to shoot them
throu,gh the head. They very often brought tliem
down on the wing, too, Wild seldom missing a shot
in that way. But he had trained himself to be
accurate, and he was always cool and ready for
business, whether it was a partridge he was shooting at or a redskin or white outlaw, who was
bent u-pon takin,g his life. The two Chinamen
dismounted, and after supplying the girls with the
ammunition they needed, they sat down at the
side of the trail, and prepared to take it easy
until the party returned.
"Pletty soonec we hear bang-bang! Len um
birds allee same fallee, so be," Hop observed,
blandly, as they took their departure, striking
out to the left of the trail.
"Yes, heathen, an' you an' Wing will have a
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chance ter pick ther feathers from what we shoot
while you're ridin' along, too. That will keep
·wing from goin' to sleep, I reckon."
"Me no go to sleep," the cook retorted. "Me
velly muchee wakee."
The fact was that he had been dozing· already.
But this was a habit Winig had. He could go to
sleep even in the saddle, and sometimes he very
nearly slipped from the back of his horse. The
hunting party bad not been gone more than five
minutes when the two Chinamen heard them
shooting.
"Ley gottee allee samee four birds now, so be,"
Hop declared, nodding to his brothe1·, when the
fourth shot sounded. "Ley havee igittee one
apiece, my blother. Me likee bloiled birds, too,
so be."
~
Wing nodded, and then leaning his head against
a tree, closed his eyes to take a little nap while he
was waiting. The shootinig continued at inegular
intervals, and when about twenty minutes had
passed, Hop decided that enough birds to answer
the purpose must have been shot. It was .iust
then · that two horsemen came around a bend in
the trail, their ho1·ses at a walk. The moment
Hop saw them he gave a start, for he recognized
them right away. They were the ty,,o card sharps
he had got in trouble with the day before at the
hotel in Las Vegas.
"Hello, heathens!" one of the men called out,
as he rode up and came to a halt. "What are
yer doin' here? Where's ther rest of ther gang?"
"°Ley allee samee go to shootee some birds, so
be," Hop answered, blandly, for he was not a
bit afraid of the men.
"Oh, that's what ther shootin' is about, eh?
We heard it, an' we wondered what was g·oin' on.
"\Ve sorter thoUight there might be a fight, yer
know."
"You allee samee thlinkee lat Young Wild West
shoottee um load agents, so be?"
"Yes, I was thinkin' somethin' like that,
heathen."
Then both men looked in the direction the shots
had come from, as though they were wondering
how far away from the trail our friends were.
"How soon will Young Wild West be back?" one
of them asked, after a pause.
"Pletty soonee, so be," Hop answered. "You
wan-,:,e havee lillee ,gamee dlaw pokee, so be?"
The vilJains frowned at him, for they knew
right away that he was poking fun at them.
"No, I reckon we don't want ter play no cards
jest now, heathen. But say! do you think your
life is worth much?"
"Velly muchee, so be."
"Well, how much do yer think it's worth?"
"Allee samee million dollee."
"Well, you haven't that much money, have
you?"
"Me no gottee money now. Young Wild West
allee samee gottee lat. Me givee um money to
him to keepee for me."
"Yer ain't got no money about yer at Jl.11, then?"
"Me gottee fivee, sixee dollee."
"Lent it to us, won't yer? We went broke last
night, an' we want a little so we kin do some
gamblin' ter git fixed up again."
"Me no lettee you havee money, so be. Me
v.antee um money myself."
1
~Let's see how much you have got, heathen."

"Allee light."
While he had been talking to them Hop's hands
had been busy in his pockets. He had made up
his mind that the best way to dispose of the card
sharps was to play a trick on them. Instead of
showing his money, he produced a cigar and calmly struck a match.
_
"Me havee lillee smokee, so be," he said, smiling
blandly at the two.
"Yer said yer was g;oin' ter show us ther ~oney
you have got, so go.ahead an' do it."
"Allee light." an<l this time Hop drew from his
pocket a fat-lookinig wallet that showed signs of
much usage. It was so worn, in fact, that there
.vere hole:; in it. But it seemed to be well stuffed
and the eyes of the two card sharps opened wide
as they saw it.
"You no takee um money?" Hop asked, as
though he was afraid to trust them to look at
.the contents of the wallet.
"Sartin, ,ve won't, unless you agree ter lend
it to us."
"Allee light, you lookee, !en."
As ·he handed the wallet to them Hop touched
the lighted end of his ci,gar to what seemed to be
a thin piece of cord projecting from it. But
neither of them noticed this, nor did Wing, who
was now wide awake. But before he could open
it the cracker exploded with a loud report. The
wallet was blown to pieces, and the man .jumped
back and nearly fell down.
"Wbattee mattee?" demanded Hop, as though
he was angry about what had happened. "You
allee samee blowee uppee my money, so be. M.!
tellee Youn,g Wild West velly muchee quickee.'
"We had better git away from here, Tom," th
other man said, a s soon as he could find the u~e
of his tongue. "That heathen has played a trick
on yer. There wasn't no money in that blamed
old pocketbock. Ile had somethin' in it in ther
way of powder, an' he set it off afore he give it
to yer. Come on. There ain't no use in botherin'
around here. Ther first thing yer know we'll be
gittin' into trouble."
The victim of the ioke rubbed his hand, which
had been burned sli,ghtly by the explosion. But
he was very angry, too, as soon as he realized
what had happened.
"I reckon I'm goin' ter give him a good lickin'
afore I go," he said, in answer to his partner.
"You wantee fiightee?" demanded Hop, as
though he was ready for business, and at the
same time drawing his big six-sooter. "Me shootee
you veDy muchee quickee.''
Then without waiting an instant he pulled the
trigiger.
Bang! As the report rang out a stream of red
fire shot from the muzzle of the uistol, an<l so
close was he to it that the villain's shirt was
scorched. But there being no bullets in the
weapon, and finding that he had not been hurt
any, the card sharp ran for his horse.
Bang! This time Hop fired at the other fellow, and a green streak of fire was the result.
Bang! It was red again.
Bang! The fourth shot caused blue fire, and
thoroughly fr~ghtened at the clever Chinee, the
two men mounted their horses and rode s·wiftly
over the trail. They ·were barely out of sight
when Wild and Charlie came running to the
spot
0
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"What is the trouble, Hop?" the young deadshot cried, as he leaped from the fringe of
bushes down upon the trail.
"Um two card sharps allee samee wantee some
money, so be, Misler Wild. Me makee lillee fireworks and ley lide away allee samee velly muchee
quickee."
"The two card sharps wanted your money, eh?"
.
"Lat light, Misler Wild."
Then he quickly related all that had transpired.
"The scoundrels!" exclaimed our hero, looking
up the trail in the direction the two had gone.
"I wish we had been her-e in time to catch them.
But just wait! We will meet them again before
the day is over, I am pretty certain."
Jim and the girls soon reached the scene, carrying with them the partridges that had been
dropped. They had experienced no difficulty in
finding all they ,wanted, and a round dozen of
birds was the result. They all listened in surprise when Wild i-elated . Hop's experience with
the two ca1·d sharps.
"Do you suppose they really would have kept
the money if Hop had let them see it, Wild?"
Arietta asked.
"Well, I think they would, Et," he answered.
"They might have told him that it was merely
a loan, I suppose, but if I am not mistaken, they
are thieves, anyhow. In my opinion, they belong
to Black Bil]'s gang of road agents."
"And so does Bart Leonard, Wild."
"Right you are, Et. I am well satisfied of
that."
"Hadn't we better ride on an' see if we can't
ketch up with 'em, Wild?" the scout asked.
"There would be no use in doing that, Charlie,
for they would be careful to keep out of our way.
I think we had better wait for a while. Then we
will ride on slowly and let the stage coach overtake us. There is no need of gettinig too far away
from it."
This plan was adopted. and half an hour later
they rode on slowly, until they had covered a distance of perhaps four miles from the town. They
halted then and waited for the stage coach to
come along, during which time the two Chinamen
plucked the feathers from the partridges. As the
lumbering old vehicle came along they saw three
men l'iding some distance behind it. But they .
had drawn back behind some trees, so neither
the driver and his companions on top of the stage
nor those inside saw them. Wild decided that it
would be best not to slow themselves, but to
keep within easy distance of the stage coach all
the way to its destination. As the outfit disappeared around a bend in the trail the three men
rode along at an easy pace, as though they were
in no particular hurry to overtake it. Our hero
and his oartners immediately rec0;gnized them
as the friends of Bart Leonard.
"Hello!" he called out, suddenly, as he stepped
from behind a tree. "So you fellows are out to
protect the stage coach, I see."
"Hello, Young Wild West!" one of them answered, though he was greatly surprised at the
appearance of the boy juf't then. "Yes, we sorter
thought we would take a hand in this ~ame, an'
if ther road agents show up we'li do our part."
"Well, that's all right. I hope you have good
luck."
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"Ain't ye1· comin' on with us?" one of the
others said, as he reined in his horse.
"We will be along presently. Go ri,ght on, so
you will be close enough io case anything happens."
The three rascals were evidently glad t o g o
·
for they lost no time in doing so.
"Now then, boys," said Wild, turning to his
partners, "the three of us will ride on ahead and
keep close to those villains. I have an idea that
something will happen before very long."
"Let me go with you, Wild," Arietta spoke up.
"All right," was the reply. "Anna and Eloise
can come along with Hop and Wing. I reckon
they will be all right, for if there is any danger
from the r oad agents it will be while we are
near the stage coach, I reckon ."
The four quickly retie out from behind the
bushes and started along the trail. As they
reached the top of a hill they could see the sta1j!;e
coach going on ahead, while probably a hundred
yards behind it were the three men. They kept
or. for fully ten minutes after that without being
able to see anything more of them, since the trail
was very crooked just there. Finally they were
able to see the stage coach again, but the three
horsemen had disappeared.
"I 1·eckon them galoots has either _gone on
ahead, or else they've left ther trail, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie observed.
"That's right, Charlie," was the reply. "I have
an idea that they have left the trail and gone on
ahead. We can expect to see something happen
very soon, I think. Come on. · I reckon we will
get a little closer to the outfit."
They urged ther horses forward at a faster
gait, and gradually lessened the distance that
intervened. For two or three miles they rode on
in this way, and then thev saw a Pass that ran
between two steeps hills not far ahead. The trail
led on through this, and as Wild looked at it it
struck him right away that it was just the sort
of spot for a hold-up to take place. ...._
"Get ready," he said, nodding to his partners,
"Et, you keep a little in the rear. Something
tells me that the fun is going to be commenced
very shortly."
The words were scarcely out of his mouth when
the stage coach came to an abrupt halt.
"Ah!" exclaimed the younig deadshot, as he observed several forms dart from behind the rocks.
"The road agents are at work. Now then, come
on. I reckon we have got to do some business,
and do it quickly, too."
The boy urged his sorrel stallion to a swift
gallop, and as he got to within five hundred
yards of the scene he saw five men with revolvers
in tl1eir hands. One of them was holdin 1g the
leaders by · the bits, while the other four were
making ready to rob the passengers and take
possession. of the mail. So occupied were they
that they did not observe tlle approach of oui·
.hero and his companions until they were almost
upon them.
"Hands up!" cried Wild, as he .leveled his revolver at the closest of the villains. "I reckon
we have got you now."
Crack! One of th~m fire~ a shot instantly, and
the ball narrowly missed h1ttmg the young dead·
shot's head.
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Crack! It was Cheyenne Charlie who fil·cd, her own way about things, and as she usually
and the road aigent fell at full length upon the proved to be qui 1 e able to take care of herself,
ground. Wild rode right on up to the remaining he was not afraid that she would fail this time.
villains, and so amazed were they at the sudden She wanted to cany the mail to Gulch, and as
interference that they offered little resistance. he intended going there himself after he got
Up went their hands, and when Wild saw that throu 1gh with the read agents, he felt that it
they were the friends of Bart Leonard, he was would be all right.
"You wait there until we come, after you get
not at all sm·prised. One of the villains who had
passed them back on the trail lay dead, but the there," he said. "Don't think of leaving there toether two were standing there with uplifted hands night, even if we fail to show up. The postoffice will certainly look out for you."
with the card sharps.
"All right, Wild," she answered.
""Well, gentlemen, so you are the road a1gents,
The driver ran to her with the mail-baig.
are you? Well, I am not at all surprised. I had
"Miss, if yer take it through all right it will be
that idea from the very fir st. But where is your
· a whole lot off my mind," he declared. "I'll git
leader, Black Bill?"
through some time to-night, an' if yer ain't fixed
There was no reply to this question.
"You don't want to tell. eh? Well, I Teckon for a niight's lodgin', my wife will take yer in.
you will be ve;·y quick to tell where he is before I live over there, yer know."
"Oh, there is no danger but what I will :find
we get through with you."
Crang ! The report of a rifle rang out from the accommodations when I get to Pine Gulch," she
top of the hill, and Wild heard the bullet whizz answered.
Then she took the mail-bag and hung it over the
as it went close to his head. One of the horses
-~ot the benefit of it, and fell in a heap to the pommel of her saddle.
ground.
"Go, Arietta!" cried Wild, pointing down the
~rang! Another shot was fired, and as if it pass.
had been intended, the other leader fell.
"I'll ,g et the mail through on time!" she anCrang ! This time it was Arietta who fired.
swered, and her pony galloped away.
"I got him, Wild!" she called out. "One of the
Wild watched her with a glance of ad1~iration.
villains was lying· behind a rock at the top of As she finally disapeared from view he turned
the hill. I couldn't see him until he fired the his attention to the captured road agents.
second shot, but I quickly brou,ght him down."
"Good for you, Et!" the young· deadshot exclaimed. "Just keep your eye up that way. Maybe another of them will show himself. It seems
CHAPTER VIL-The Road Agents' Cave Is
there are plenty of them around here."
Found.
As the driver looked at the fallen horses he
grew very much excit ed.
"\Vhat am I ter do?" he asked, turning to
As soon as they realized that they were no
our hero. "I kin never git through with two longer in dan1ger of being harmed the three pashorses, an' it's ther first time with ther mail. sengers got out of the stage coach.
How am I ig·oing· ter git it over there on time?"
"How are you, gentlemen?" said Youn,g Wild
"I reckon one of us can take it over, if it is "\Vest, smilin,g at thern. "I suppose you had quite
•
necessary. Would it make any difference if you a scare, didn't you?"
got it there some time between now and sun"Yes, and it is the second one we have had
since we left Las Vegas," the man called Andy
set?"
"Well, my orders waster git Lt through as quick replied. "I suppose these fellows belong to Black
as possible. I believe ther contact ther company's Bill's crowd."
"Not the leas t doubt of it."
got with ther government says that ther mail is
"But Black Bill is not here."
to be igot through afore sunset. But I couldn't
"Why, do you know him when you see him?"
never git there now by that time, not with two
· our hero asked, in surprise.
horses."
"Yes; you see he got in the stage with us away
"Wild, I will cany the mail."
It was Arietta who spoke, and she came riding back along the trail, and when he l):{0t out he took
up, looking as though, she was eager for the task. all the money we had, too."
The boy was astounded to hear this. But the
"You, Et?" and the boy looked at her in surthree men quickly made it plain to him, and the
prise.
"Yes, let me take it. I will iget it there on driver and the man who had been upon the box
time. I will get it thexe much sooner than the with him bore them out.
"What sort of a looking man is Black Bill?"
stage coach would have done it, too. Let me do it,
Wild asked.
Wild."
"Well, I don't know about that. You might
"An ordinary-sized man, with a full, black
run across some of the road agents a little fur- beard," one of the passengers answered.
"A
·
ther along the trail."
very cool sort of fellow, too. He talks two dif"I'll igo with her for a mile or two, Wild, if she ' ferent ways. When he got in with us he talked
wants to carry the mail to Pine Gulch," Jim Dart just about the same way as the general run of
spoke up. "I J"eckon you and Charlie can take the people out this way talk. But when he was
care of these fellows, with the aid of the passen- robbin,g us he spoke in a more educated way, and
he kept smiling all the time."
gers and the driver and his man."
"Maybe ther galoot Arietta shot was Black
"Never mind, Jim. Et, you are going to carry
Bill," Cheyenne Charlie suggest.eel. "I reckon I'll
the mail. You go alone."
~JcW~ttt~~~:ts ,lf\'llfl.t~ltv,. llf,J,d; go up to ther top of ther bank .here an' r.,_e,,;." , .
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"Well, it might have been him, Charlie. Go
ahead," our hero retorted.
The scout found there was no chance to get up
the steep ascent from where he was, so he ran
back tbrough the pass until he found a s01·t of
path leading upward. He was not long in getting
to the spot where Arietta had dropped the scoundrel, who had been doing his best to shoot down
our hero. The body lay there, and a single 11dance
sufficed to show Charlie that the man had been
shot through the heart. It was not Black Bill,
according to the description the passengers had
given of him. Charlie had never seen the man
before, so satisfied that the leader was still at
larige and ·possibly somewhere close by, he hastened back to make his report.
"Driver," said Wild, after he had listened to
what the scout said, "I reckon you had better
turn the outfit around and go back to the town.
The chances are your passengers won't ob.iect to
this, and since you know the mail has gone
through, everything will be all rilght. It is a
good deal nearer to Las Vegas than it is to Pine
Gulch, I reckon."
"I reckon it is, Young Wild West," the driver
answered, noddin,g his head approvingly. "Do
you think ther gal will git through l;lll right?"
"I am su1·e of it."
"Well, then, we'll turn around. I reckon I kin
git back to iher town easy with two horses."
"Well, you will have a little extra load, for I
want the four road agents delivered to the
sheriff."
"Well, we'll pack 'em in somewhere, an' take
great pleasure in <loin' it."
The captured villains had been disarmed, and
their hands were tied behind their backs by this
time. They were very meek, and had little or
nothing to say.
"A fine lot of fellers you are!" the scout observed, smiling grimly at them. "You have been
hangin' around Las Vegas an' makin' out that
you was honest men, an' all ther time you have
been workin' a game along ther trail. Now then,
ther best thing· you kin do is ter make a clean
breast of it all."
"I, fox one, ain't got nothin' ter say," one of
the card sharps answered.
"Well, maybe you will have something to say
when you get lodged in the .iail," Wild spoke up.
''Never mind telling us anything now. I reckon
we know just who Black Bill is, and we won't be
very long in getting him, either."
There was no reply to this, and as soon as the
stage coach bad been, turned, and the harness
fixed so the . two horses could go on, the prisoners
were forced to get inside, while the guard who
had accompanied the driver took his place with
them, so he might prevent any possible attempt
to escape.
"Now then, driver," said Wild, as they were
ready to start, "you tell the sheriff that'I will be
along before night with Black Bill. Do you know
the fellow called Bart Leonard?"
"Yes, I know him," the driver answered.
"Well, if you should happen to meet him anywhere along the trail tell him I would like to have
him come over here and lend us a hand."
"All right, Young Wild West, I'll do jest as
you say."
"Go ahead, then.n

Off went the stage coach, the three passengers sitting- on the top, and apparently , well satisfied with the way things were going. Our hero
had promised them that the money Black Bill had
stolen from them would be recovered and returned
to them, and they seemed to be fully satisfied
that it woula. Wild and his partners mounted
their horses and rode back to where Anna and
Eloise and the two Chinamen were waiting. The
young deadshot was well satisfied that there were
not .many more of the road a.gents left, so after
thinking it over he decided to let Jim go on with
the girls and Wing to the mining camp, so they
might join Arietta there. Though Dart would
have liked to remain and assist in the capture of
Black Bill, he readily agreed when the young
deadshot made the proposition.
"Tell Arietta we will be over to-morrow," was
ihe parting injunction, and then the party of four
rcde off, taking the pack-horses with them. Hop
was delighted at havin~ been allowed to remain.
"We ketchee Blackee Bill, allee samee, Misler
Wild," he said, confidently.
"Well, I have an idea that we will, Hop," was
the reply. I thought perhaps you might help us
a little, so that's why I Jet you stay with us. I
haven't the least doubt that Arietta will get
through all 1·i@·ht, and that the rest will, too. I
don't believe there are more than two or three of
the road agents left. Four have been captured,
two are dead, and we know that Black Bill is at
large yet. It may be that he is the only one left,
and if that's the case, the chances are that he is
in hiding somewhere."
They remained there a few minutes, and then
Wild decided to go back throutgh the pass and
get to the top of the high ground, where Charlie
had found the body of the man who had been so
anxious to kill him. They had no trouble in
riding the horses up the ascent, and once there
they be,gan looking a1·ound for som.:!thing in the
way of a trail that might lead them to the hiding place that had been occupied by the road
agents. They dismounted near the spot where
the dead road agent lay, and then began lookinig
about among the rocks. .Finally Wild led the
way toward the further end of the pass, and as
he found the ground sloping he pushed on, and
soon came upon· some fresh hoof-prints.
"I . reckon we're all right now, beys,". he said.
''Go back and get the horses, Hop."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and the Chinaman
hastened back to the top of the hill.
In a very few minutes he appeared leading the
thrne steeds. Wild quickly mounted his sorrel,
and then· Charlie and Hop were not long in getting into the saddle. They followed the hoofprints on down the hill, and then suddenly came
upon the rocky path that led almost parallel with
the trail. As they turned a sharp corner of a
cliff they were just in time to see a horseman
riding from the mouth of a big cave. It was Bart
Leonard. The cowboy dandy gave a start when
he saw the three almost directly before him.
"Hello, Young· Wild West!" he called out as he
forced a smile and gave a nod of his head.' "You
are a little too late."
"How is that, Leonard?" our hero asked, in his
cool and easy way, as he rode up to the man.
"Well, I got here ahead of you. I have dis-
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covered the hiding· place of the road agents. But
the birds have fl.own, it seems."
"Yes, I reckon all but Black Bill have fl.own,
all right."
"What do you mean by that'?" and Leonard appeared to be g-reatly surprised.
"Well, I mean that two of them h:='ve been shot,
and that four more are on their way to the jail
in Las Vegas."
"You don't say!"
"Yes, that's what I do say. So you found their
cave, did you?"
"Yes, you saw me just ridin1g out of it."
"Well, suppose you take us inside and show us
how it looks."
"I am perfectly willing to do that, of course.
Come on."
The coolness Bart Leonard was showing was
more affected than real, and our hero could readily see this. But he meant to wait a while before
expressing his opinion as to who Black Bill really
was. He shot a warni!lf!; ,glance at the scout, and
Charlie understood thoroughly, for· he ,g:ive a
nod. As far as Hop was concerned. Wild !mew
be would not say anything, so the three followed
Leonard to the mouth of the scave.
"How long have you been here, Leonard?"
Wild asked, as he brought his horl:je to a halt and
dismounted. ·
" I got here just about three or four minutes
aigo. You see, I rode along the trail five dr six
miles further, and as I didn't see anything of
the stage coach coming, I rode back this way.
While I was riding along I struck a sort of path
about hal;f a mile the other side of the pass. It
occurred to me that it would be a good idea to
follow the path, so I did so and came straight to
this cave. It wasn't much of a path, either, but
here and there I could see the print of a horse's
hoof, and that showed me the way. This is certainly the hang-out of Black Bill and his gang.
Why, they have a regular .Jivin,g apartment in
here. Come on in and see."
"Lead the way and we will soon see what it
looks like."
Leaving their horses just inside the cave, they
all walked back, and after turning .an angle found
themselves entering another part of the underground place, where it was quite light, since
there was an opening in the rear. Then our
friends beheld a sort of habitation, for there were
tables and chairs, and barrels and boxes scattered
about, while a row uf bun-ks was at one side.
Just opposite the opening in the rear was a
smoldering fire with a big kettle haniging over
it, while cooking utensils were strewn about.
Wild and Charlie were keeping .,. sharp watch,
for they thought the villain m~ght be trying to
lead them into a trap. But not the least sign
of any in hiding could they see.
"Well, I reckon you found the road's agents'
cave, all ri,ght, Leonard," said Wild, nodding to
him. "You ai·e in luck, it seems."
"I certainly am, Young Wild West. While I
don't want the five hundred dollars reward, I
feel satisfied that I am going to capture Black
Bill, too. He will certainly come here sooner or
later, you know."
"Oh, yes. Well, I suppose you are bound to be
the lucky one, then. But we will help you catch
him. They say he is a desperate character, and

he may put up a very stiff fight. You might not
have much of a show if you were to tackle him
alone."
"Oh, I think I could i,get him all 1·ight."
"Well, j1,1st as you say. But where were you
going when we saw you come out of the cave?"
"I was trying to find a way to get back to the
trail without goinig in the direction I came from.
I wanted to see if there any signs of the stage
coach yet."
"Oh, and then you meant to come back here and
wait until Black Bill came?"
"Yes, that's just it, Young· Wild West."
"And you were not aware that six or his men
would be unable to ever come here again?"
"No, I didn't know a thin;g about it. Was there
any shooting done?"
"Well, I reckon there must have been, since
two of the road agents went under. One of them ,
ti·ied mighty ha1·d to get me. H e fired twice and
missed both times. Then he was shot by a girl."
"Shot by one of the ,girls belonging to your
party?"
"Yes, that's right."
"Which one, if I may ask?"
"Well, I don't know as it will be any harm in
telling you. It was my sweetheart who brought
him down."
"Oh, a wonderful 1?:irl, that."
"She certainly is a wonderful girl, Leonard.
What would you think if I were to tell you that
she is carryin;g the mail to Pine Gulch?"
"You don't mean that, Young Wild West!"
"I wouldn't say it if I didn't mean it, Leonard.
Arietta is on her way to the Gulch, with the mail,
and you can bet she will get it there on time."
"Suppose there are more of the road agents
further along the trail, and that they should interfere with her?"
"Well, I 11ardly think there are any more of
them." ·
"Maybe not; I hope so, for the young lady's
sake."
"So do I, Leonard. Well, what do you want us
to do now?"
"Well, suppose you go out and look for Black
Bill, and let me stay here. There is no need of
my going out to the ti-ail now, since I have heard
all that happened there."
"All right, we'll do that, then. If we happen
to come across Black Bill we may be able to drive
him right here to the cave. Then you can surprise him and have the honor of capturing him.
We will ride back to the town with you and tell
the sheriff all about it."
"Good!" exclaimed Leonard, his eyes bri@;htening as though he was inore than satisfied with
such an arrangement.
Wild nodded to Charlie and then turned toward
the mouth of the cave. Hop Wah followed them,
and they soon mounted their horses and rode
away, apparently as though" they meant to leave
the spot, But this they did not mean to do, for
Young· Wild West meant to come back soon and
igive Bart Leona1·d the surprise of his life.
CHA~TER VIII.-Outwitted by the Clever
Chinee.
The reader has no doubt guessed before this
that Bart Leonard and Black Rill werP onP- ,wd
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the same person. Leonard had left the town
shortly before our friends, after instructing the
members of his band, who numbered six,· five of
them being those who were under suspicion by
our hero and his partners, as to what to do.
One member of the band was at the hidden cave,
and the rest all being at the town, were told to
divide themselves into two parties and ride a1onJC
the trail as thouigh they we1·e there for the purpose of guarding the stage coach ap;ainst a holdup. Leonard conceived the idea of robbing the
passengers of the stage coach in a clever way,
so when he got where he thought was a good place
to carry out his scheme, he let his horse go galloping along, knowing full well that the animal
would not go very far. Then he donned the black
beard that had given him the nickname of Black
Bill, and watched for the stage to come up. How
well he succeeded is already known. When he
rode away he took a short cut and was soon
over a · mile ahead of the stage coach and not far
from his hidden i-etreat. He did not have to wait.
more than five minutes before the rest joined him
there. The man who had been left in charge of
the cave was the last to arrive, and the sta.:,;e
coach was coming at the time, so he made his
way along to the top of the cliff, while all save
the leader hid themselves behind the rocks at l]rn
side of the trail and waited for the outfit to come
up. Leonard "5id not wish to tak~ part in the holdup for reasons of his own. But he was sat,sfi.ed
that his men could can-y it out all right, ::;o leaving them to attend to 1t, he mounted his horse anc.J.
rode swiftly for the cave. When he heard th•3
shots fired he had not the least idea that it was
any one but his own men who were doing thc
shooting. He thought that Young Wild West
could not possibly have reached the spot yet, so
the villain removed his disguise and sat down in
the cave, even picking· up a book and reading it.
He waited there until he began to think it was
time for the men to show up. Becoming ur,easy,
he finally put away his hook, and mounting his
horse rode out only to find himself confronted
by Young Wild West, Cheyenne Chai·lie and the
clever Chinee. Astonished as he was, the villain
quickly recovered himself, and thinking- that he
would find a means of getting the,best of thP boy
he hated so much, he acted in the manner aiready
- Tecorded. He was rather disheartened at hearing of the fate of his com13anions, for if two had
really been shot and four were on their way to
jail tu Las Vegas, he was the only member of the
band left. But satisfied that no one suspected
him he made up his mind to trust to luck, and if
he could find no way to get square with Young
Wild West, he would ride back to the town with
him and report that Black Bill must have left
for other parts. Afte1· our friends left the cave
the villain sat do,vn, and resting his elbows upon
his knees, he held his head with his hands and
tried to think of some means to dispose of Young
Wild West and his partner and the Chinaman.
"That boy has certainly kept his word to the
sheriff so far," he muttered. "He said he would
break up the band of road agents, and he certainly has done so. He also said in a boastful way
'- that he would land me iJ1 jail. Well, he hasn't
done that yet, and I must see to it that he don't
do it. He hasn't the least idea that I am Black
Bill, I am sure of that. That, being the case, I
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am perfectly safe, unless those who have been
captured squeal on me. There is no telling that
one of them at least won't be apt to do this.
When they find they are going to be sent to prison
they probably will be ready to tell all. Well, I
ha_ve got to take my chances. If I could only
thmk of some way to get those people in a trap
when they come back here,. everything would b e
•
. all right. Ah! I have it."
He quickly arose, and walking over t o a corner
of the cave, where there was a boulder weighing
perhaps three hundPed pounds, he pressed against
the wall with his foot, and pushed the heavy object over. An openinig that was almost rouncl and
probably three feet in circumference was disclosed.
"This is a hole that is supposed to have no
bottom," he observed, speaking half aloud. "Now
then, why can't I send Young Wild West and his
pard down into its depths? I don't feel like openmg fire on them when they come back for I
might make a miss, and even if I didn't' one of
them would be sure to get me. But if I could
make them believe that Black Bill is somewhere
down that hole, I would have them. I will try it,
anyhow."
He could think of no other scheme to rid himself of his enemies, so leavinig the boulder as it
lay when he overturned it, he went to one of the
boxes the cave contained and drew forth a- bottle
of whisky. Then .he sat down at the table and
proceeded to d1·ink from it. At intervals of
every ten minutes he took' a drink, and when
nearly an hour had elapsed he was beginning to
feel the effects of the liquor.
"I wish they would come back!" he exclaimed,
looking very anxious. "I'd soon fix them. But
suppose, after all, they don't believe me when I
tell them that Black Bill is down the hole'? I
must fix it so they will be sure to think •it is
true. But how will I do it?"
Then he arose and began pacing back and forth
and at last he hit upon what he thought was a
briUiant idea. Finding a long rope, he tied one
e.nd of it securely to a sn,all boulder that weiighed
perhaps a hundred pounds. This he lowered into
the hole, and tied the other end of the rope to a
jutting point of rock at the side of the cave.
"There!" he exclaimed, jubilantly. "I will tell
them that Black Bi1l tame sneaking in here and
that I caught him and tied him up with the rope
but that I had not bound his ankles together, an,
before I could prevent it he darted away and
~umbled il:1to this hole. I can say that I thou~ht
1t a good idea to let him be there until they came
back, so I made the other end fast, and there
h~ is dow~ there, waiting to be hauled up. They
will certamly go ahead and try to haul him up,
and when they do that, down they will go, one
after the other. I have got it now. No one will
e-yer know what became of Youn,g WHd West and
his partner. As far as the Chinaman, is concerned, I can knock him on the head Wi .h the butt
of a gun, and then throw him down. I can then
cut the rope and put the boulder back in place '
and .there will be no trace of any of them. Hur~
rah!"
The villain felt so elated that he fairly
danced. Then he went back to the table and took
another drink from the bottle. But half an hour
passed and still there were no signs of any one
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returning lo the caYe. Leonard became so uneasy
that he at length arose and walked to the entrancC'. He ,-aw no one there, so he went a short
distance from it, and looked in all directions.
At that instant the form of a man emerged from
· behind a barrel in the cave where he had made
his prenarations to trap our friends, and slipped
cautiously to the table where the bottle of whisky
set. It was Hop Wah.
"Lis allee light!" the Chinaman exclaimed, as
he lifted the bottle from the table and placed the
neck to his lips.
He took two or three swallows, and then rubbed
his stomach affectionately.
.
"Misler Leonard allee samee velly smartee man.
Me hear evelything he say, and me see whattee he
do. He velly smartee man, but me velly smartee
Chinee. Me velly glad Misler Wild letter me come
here to watchee. Pletty soonee evelything be
allee light. Blackee Bill-lat velly funny. Me
thlinkee lat Leonard was Blackee Bill. Now Jen,
he havee lillee fun, so be."
Hop had really been forced to plead with Wild
before he got permission to igo back and spy upon
Le<>nard in the cave. The Chinaman felt so good
over what he had learned that he could not help
playing a little trick on the scoundrel who had
been playing a double part. He walked over to
the angle of rock, and after listeninig a few seconds. was satisfied that the villain was not coming back right away. Then he began searching
about to see what he could find, so he mitght play
a trick on Leonard. He pulled aside a cu1·tain of
~kins, and one of the first things his eyes rested
upon was the false beard the villain wore when
he assumed the character of Black Bill, the road
agent leader.
The next thing he saw was some clothing piled
up in a corner, and then he made up his mind to
rig up a dummy to represent the so-called Black
Bill. Hop was an ingenious sort of Chinaman, as
the reader well knows. It did not take him long
to form a plan, and once he had done so he went
right at work. He rolled up a couple of blankets
and soon made them into .something like the form
of a human being. Then with a coat and a pair
of trousers, as well as a pair of boots, he fashioned a pretty good representation of a man,
standin,g it in a dark corner of the cave. Just
how to make a face he did not know, but he soon
saw a jug, and finding that it would just. set upon
a ledge in about the height the man's face should
be, he placed it there and tied the black beard to
it. There were hats there, too, so one of them
was placed upon the top of the jug. With a piece
of chalk and a bit of charred wood from the fire
the clever Chinee drew the outlines of the eyes
and nose, and though the face did not look any•
thing like the one it was to represent, it certainly showed up in a startling manner.
"Lat allee light," and the Chinaman gave a nod
of satisfaction.
He stepped back and surveyed his work, and
then listened. But Leonard was not coming
back yet, so he rearran,ged the dummy slightly,
and then decided it was all right. Then as he
turned again toward the entrance he heard foot,rl;eps. Two seconds later the villainous road
agent walked in and took a seat at the table.
"They are coming back," Hop heard him say.
•J heard them. Now then, to make them believe

that I have captured Black Bill, and that he is
down the hole. My band is broken up, but I am
surely going to have my rtvenge."
If he had known the Chinaman was behind the
barh!l the villain would have felt anything but
elated just then. But he thought he was alone,
and bent upon carrving out his foul plot, he
watched and listened. It was not long before
he heard the clatter of the horses' hoofs as they
came over the rocks outside the cave.
Then he arose and started toward the entrance. Wild and Charlie had come back, after
waiting ·what they thought was a sutficient leng~h
of time to give the Chinaman a chance to do his
spying and listening.
"Hello Young Wild West!" Leonard called out,
his face ilumined with a smile. "I have got ahead
of you aigain."
"How is that?" our hero asked, as he dismounted.
"Well, I have caught Black Bill."
"vVlaat!"
The boy was actually surprised, for the thought
that he might have been mistaken, after all.
"Yes, I was in the cave back there when I
heard someone coming, so I hid behind some barrels and who should come in but Black Bill
him~elf. I knew him right away from the de~cription I had of him. I didn't w,11.it an instant,
either, as I had a rope all ready, so I sprang
out and knocked him down with a blow from the
butt of my gun. Then I tied his arms with
the end of a la1·iat. We had quite a tussel of it,
for he is a mighty powerful fellow, and as he
broke away from me he ran over to a corner,
where there is a hole. Before I knew it he fell
into it, and I just had time to hold upon the
end of the role. He is down there now, as I
made the rope fast. I thought it would be a
good place to let him be until you came back."
"Great gimlets, Wild!" Chevenne Charlie ex•
claimed, lookin,g at our hero in surprise. "I
reckon Leonard sartinly has beat us out in this
game."
"I have, and I am proud of it," declared the
villain, exultantly. "Come on. We will haul
l1im up, and then you can see for yourself."
He led the way into the rear part of the cave,
and unobserved by either of them, Hop stepped
from behind the barrel and made it appear that
he was following them inside.
•
"Me gottee Blackee Bill, Misler Wild!" he called out, suddenly.
All three turned as quick as a flash.
"What's that you say, Hop?"
"Me ketchee Blackee Bill, allee light. He light
over lere," and Hop pointed to the dark corner,
where the dummy rested.
"What are you talking z..bout, heathen?"
Leonard demanded, angrily. "Black Bill is down
that hole over there at the end of the rope you
see."
"You makee lillce mistakee," Hop answered,
blandly. "Me ketchee Blackee Billee and tie him
to um lock over lere. Me showee you."
Then the clever Chinee took the villain by the
arm and half dragged him toward the corner.
There was just enough light there for the dummy
to show up, and when Leonard saw it he was
dismayed.
"Lat Blackee Bill, so be," Hon df'clared, ancl
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"Well, I reckon that's proof enough, Leonard,"
the boy said, and then turnin;g; t o the scout, he
added: "Charlie, just relieve him of his hardware, and then tie him up. We have got to take
him to Las Vegas and turn him over to the
sheriff. We don't want to be too long about
doing it, either, since we will have a ride of
over forty-three miles ahead of us after that's
done. We must get to Pine Gulch some time
to-niight. I reckon it won't be long after dark
CHAPTER IX.-The Round-up Is Concluded.
when we get there, either."
The captive now gave in. He knew how useBart Leonard, alias Black Bill, turned as white
as a sheet when he realized that his scheme had less it would be for him to stick to his denial.
failed and that he had been caught dead to and being of a neTvy sort, anvhow, he no doubt
rights. Young Wild West pressed the muzzle felt inclined to show his bravado.
of a revolver against the side of his head, so the
"Before we take you away from here, Leonard ,
scoundrel made not the least attempt to get I would like to have the money you took from
away.
th1·ee passengers of the stage coach," our hero
"Lat velly nicee lillee tlick, Misler Wild," Hop said, in his cool and easy way.
"If you haven't
said, nodding toward the dummy. "Me comee in it about you, just tell us where it is."
here and me hear Misler Blackee Bill talkee
"I won't tell you anything, Young Wild West,"
velly muchee. He wantee puttee you down um was the reply. "If you want the money, you
hole over Jere. He wantee puttee Misler Char- will have to find it, that's all."
lie and me Jere, so be. He velly smartee man,
"Charlie, just go through his pockets. I have
but me allee samee velly smartee Chinee. Me an idea he has it on his person."
gottee uncle in China whattee velly muchee
"Right yer are, Wild," and the scout lost
smartee, too."
no time in doing as he was told.
"Never mind about that blamed uncle, what
The result was that he found the wallets just
never lived an' never will," Cheyenne Charlie as they were when the road agent took them
interrupted, for by this time he had fully re- from his- victims. Wild opened them, and satiscovered from his astonishment at the extraor- fied that the mo11ey was all there, he placed the
dinary developments. "What did you bother to three wallets in the pocket of his huntinig coat,
make that dummy for? You could have sneaked and then nodded for the scout to fetch the prisout an' told us what was goin' on without havin' oner outside. There were six horses besides that
all that trouble."
of the leader in the outer cave, and since it
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. Me wantee would hardly do to leave them there, Wild dehavee lillee fun with Blackee Bil."
cided to tahi! them over to the town with them.
"Well, if that's what yer went to ther trouble
"Hop, just get those horses," he said to the
of fixin' up that thinlg- for, I l'eckon you have clever Chinee. "You did mighty well in this
succeeded putty well. Blamed if that ain't a piece of business, and maybe the she1·iff might
putty good lookin' object, when yer come ter give you something for takin;g the horses to him.
look at it sorte1· close like."
Put on the saddles and bridles, too, for there is
"It surely is, Charlie," vVild answered, keep- no need of letting them remain here. They all
ing his revolver close to the prisoner's head . seem to be pretty good ones."
"What do you think of it, Mr. Leonard? Does
"Al'! l~ght, Misler Wild," and Hop proceeded
it look anything like you did when you wore to saddle and bridle the horses.
that false beard?"
Leaving Charlie in charge of the prisoner, the
. "You surely don't think I am the leader of young deadshot assisted in the work, and it was
the road agents, Young Wild West?" the man not long before they were allowed to take their
asked, actin;g as though it was all very much of ·departure. Our hero and the scout had, of
-a mistake.
course, brought the Chinaman's horse with them
"Well, I may as well t~ll you that I have when they came to the cave, and once he ig-ot upon
been thinking that way ever since I first ,got ac- the back of his steed, Hop let out a shrill yell,
quainted with you-or rather since I learned and acted as though he was proud of his achievethere was a band of road agents located some- ment. They had no trouble in finding the way
where along the trail. It won't do you any p;ood to the trail, and once there, they started at a
to dtmy it, so you may as well admit the whole gallop for Las Vegas. When they finally reachthin;g. I presume that you are the last of the ed the town they found a big crowd 1.g-athered
band."
before the jail. The stage coach was there, too,
"I don't know any more about the band of road and the driver and his assistant were at that
agents or Black Bill than you do," protested moment hitching another team of horses to it to
the prisoner.
take the place of the leaders that had been shot
"Well, you don't think our Chinaman would by one of the road agents when he attempted to
make up such a lie as that, do you? He says take the life of Young Wild West. Leonard did
you are Black Bill, and I'll bet all I'm worth not seem to be at all frightened, but he was
that he tells the truth. Hop, just tell how you greatlv crestfallen as Cheyenne Charlie rode up
know this man is Black Bill, the leader of the with him, tied to his own horse. As they came
to a halt Wild looked in the crowd for the sheriff,
road agents."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and then Hop re- and as he presentlv caught sight of him pushing
lated all he had seen the villain do, and what his way toward them, he called out:
"Well, she~ff, here he Js.. I. reckc~.I'll ,take
be had heard him say in his mutterings. ,
...,
It
_, i
1 ,,.
),I,, • 1.
,l
d J '-! ·i
I . l
rlt · f;'-)1i ;-then he seized Wild's ri1ght hand and lifted it to
the collar of the villain's coat.
"You mean this is Black Bill, Hop," said tha
boy, catching on quickly.
"Lat light, Misler Wild. Misler Leonard allee
samee Blackee Bill."
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that five hundred dollars, though. I've decided
to igive it to our clever Chinee. Here is Black
Bill."
"Thunder!" Thompson exclaimed; looking incredulously. "Why, that's Bart Leonard, one of
my deputies, you have got there."
"That is true enough, sheriff. But Bart Leonard happens to be Black Bill."
The young deadshot had been thoughtful
enouigh to remove the false beard that Hop had
tied U\)0n the jug that represented the face of
his du.:nmy. He now drew it from his pocket,
and in spite of the prisoner's endeavors to prevent him, he adjusted it to his face.
"There you are," he said, with a nod. "That's
Black Bill."
"That's him," spoke up one of the passengers
who had been robbed in the stage coach. "That's
the man who took our money."
"Gentlemen," our hero said, nodding to the
stage coach passengers, "we found three wallets
on Black Bill when we captured him, so if you
will kindly step forward and identify them, you
can take them. Which of you owns this one?"
and he held one of the wallets up, so all might
see it."
"That's mine," the man called Andy answered,
quickly.
"How much money did you have in it?"
"A little over four hundred dollars. I can't
sav how much there is."
The sheriff did so, ~nd found there was four
hundred and eighteen dollars.
"Well, I reckon that's all right. Just give it
to the owner."
He ht!ld up another wallet, and one of the
others quickly declared it belonged to him. He
told the exact amount there was in it, so that
he at once received his property. The third
did the t•ame thing, so that settled that part of
the busi1less, and the three gold seekers were
overjoyed, as might be supposed.
"Have you got the other four villains locked
up, sheriff?" Wild asked.
"Yes, thev are locked up good enough. I
couldn't do nothin' else with 'em. tho111gh I couldn't
hardly b1ilieve that they was ther road agents.
But the1·e was five to swear that they was, so
I put 'mn under lock an' key, an' you kin bet
they'll :;tay there, too. This is an awful surprise
to me. I never had no idea that them fellers
was ther road agents, an' I didn't think of sicb
a thing as Bart Leonard bein' Black Bill."
The prisoner laughed at this remark, and nodding tQ the sheriff, said:
"Well, you see how easy I fooled you, don't
you? 1 am well satisfied, for I certainly had a
,good time while I was working along the trail. I
don't care what you do with me, sheriff. One
thing, I am well satisfied that you would never
have discovered that I was Black Bill. Young
Wild West is entirely responsible for it, and if
it happens that I ever live lonir enough to get
out of jail, I will get on his trail, and I won't be
satisfied until I have put an end to him."
At this a yell that was almost savage went
up from the crowd. Several wanted to seize the
prisoner and lynch him right awav, and it was
only clue to the coolness of 01.11· hero that prevented the sheriff from losing his prisoner. They
managed to get him inside the iail all riu{ht, and

when they saw him locked in a dark cell, Wild
and Charlie followed the sheri.ff to his office,
where the reward of five hundred dollars was
duly paid . .
"Here, Hop," said Wild, as . he handed the
money to the Chinaman. "I reckon you earned
this. I don't care for the reward. Have you
asked the sheriff about the horses you brought
over?"
Hop shook his head in the negative.
"Oh, ther heathen brought over ther horses
what belon.ged to ther road agents, did he?"
the sheriff spoke up.
"Yes, they were tied in the cave back there,
and we thought it would not do to leave them
there. I suppose the countv becomes owner of
them now."
"Yes, that's about ther size of it. Well, he1·e's
another five hundred for ther Chinaman."
The sheriff quickly produced the money, and
Hop took it, thanking him in his bland way as
he did so.
Anxious to get away as soon as possible, Wild
and Charlie mounted their hol'ses, and bidding
adieu to the cheering crowd, they turned and rode
in t11e direction of Pine Gulch. · A few minutes
later the stage coach set out for the second
time that mornin,g, though it was nearly noon
now. It was just r-etting dark when Wild, Char- "
lie and Hop came in sight of the mining camp.
T~ey had been riding hard, and the forty-three
nnles had been rapidly covered. As they rode
up the single street in Pine Gulch, Arietta came
running from a shanty toward them, waving
her hat in triumph.
The shanty the girl was stoppin1g at was the
home of the stage driver, and our friends dismounted there. It did not take them long to
tell Arietta all that had happened.
"Well, Hop had to come in for his share of the
glory, I see," the girl said, nodding to the
Chinaman.
·
"Lat light, Missee Alietta. Me velly smartee
Chinee, so be."
"Ther_e isn't any doubt of it, Hop."
It quickly spread through the mining camp
that Young Wild West had arrived, and soon
nearly every man, woman and child in the place
bad gathered near the shanty, Wild was called
upon to make a speech, which he did taking
pains to explain just how the road ag;nts had
b~n rounded up.
"I reckon . you will be able to get the mail
through on time after this without the assistance
of a igirl," he said, in closing. "I hope you have
good · luck with your camp here, and ·that· the
three strangers Who are coming over in the
stage coach will find friends to help them until
th.ey learn the ways _of the mining camp. That
will be about all, ladies and igentlemen."
The next morning our friends set out to hunt
up fresh adventures, sir,ce there was really nothing about Pi!)e Gulch to keep them there. But
Young Wild West's Road Agent Round-up had
been a great success, and no doubt it would be
the topic of conversation for a loni.11,' time to come.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST AND THE RED RANCHERO; or, THE
PLOT TO BURN A SETTLEMENT."
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CURRENT NEWS
WATCHES CLEANED WITH BREAD
At one of the largest watch factories in the
world, fifty loaves of new bread •are used up each
working day for cleaning the delicate parts of
watches.

TO PRINT A REAL NEWSPAPER AT SEA
The Daily Ma,il has announced that beginni-ng
in February "an Atlantic edition" of that journal
will be printed and published aboa1:d the great
Cunard liners running between Englund and New
York and other North Atlantic ports. It will absorb the present daily bulletin issueJ by the Cunard company and will be edited aboard by· experienced journalists. A special wireless service to
it will be sent from Britain and the United States
giving the latest news.
A "STREET OF GOLD"
Tourists swishing along the highway from Valley, Wash., to Chewelah often stop to investigate shining particles in the surfacing of the
r oadbed. This stretch of highway is the nearest
a pproach to a street of gold on earth for the
material was obtained from an old silver mine.

The ore is low gi-ade silver with a showing of
gold and lead.
After passing through the rock crushers the
ore is reduced to a material from which a hard
surface road can be made. However, the smooth
breaks of the lead, silver and an occasional glint
of gold do not fail to reflect the sun's rays to the
amazement of curious motorists.
ROME'S STRANGE FLOWERS
The Mayor of Rome has just issued an edict
forbidding the florists of that city to use artificial coloring on their flowers. This decree brings
to light the fact that for some time past various
chemists have been employed by the Romans to
change the natural tints of the blossoms sold in
the shops. The city has, as a result, been
swamped by green geraniums, blue roses, black
lilies, white violets, and ma11y other curious specimens of Italian Burbankery. The prohibitive order has been issued because sensitive and aristocratic Roman nostrils ·have been offended by the
fact that the chemical processes used to efl'ed t h e
color-transformations caused the flowers t o lose
their natural fragrance .
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Magnificent Art-Work Covers in Sepia - Handsome Sepia
inside iHustra'!-ions - T wice as many and better pictures
Intimate talks w ith the greatest picture
than before stars - Splendid stories of the very b'.:'st film plays - And
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If you t.hought "Mm' in~ Picture Stories" was a bright, sparkling little magazine in
the past, you ought to see it now! Improved 100 per cent. in every department. The
big portraits of actresses, the zippy short articles and up-to-date interviews make it
doubly interesting. :r-;o room here to tell you all the good things it contains. Just

buy a copy and yo~:~ll ; : : : : : ' • ~ : :
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GOING IT ALONE
-Or,-

A BOY WITHOUT A HOME
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER XIX.
The Convict's Story.
Wallace, the saloon-keeper, whose saloon had
burned left Yellow Pass now. Gaspard had vanished s~ that Tom had no enemies to fear for the
nonce. So day after day he searched the moUJltains for the flat ledge which on being lifted would
disclose the pocket of gold.
Tom had never met a man whom he felt more
confidence in than Cass White. He was honest
and open and straightforward. They became great
friends, and at last Tom felt that he had a part·
ne1· upon whom he could depend. He no longer
felt that it was necessary for him to go it alone.
There was a deal of satisfaction in this, for
there are not many of his age who care to be
alone. Day after day they wandered through
the hills in quest of the lost claim.
. . .
Always White was cheerful and optumstic.
They at times were baffled and til'ed, bu~ never
discouraged. Tom was i10t t!:ie one to give up,
and White always stood by him.
So matters went on for a time.
They seldom wen~ down to_ the. Pass, so that
they were not afraid of gettmg m_to any more
complications there. They washed Juite a lot of
gold from some of the streams 0:nd were slo".'7lY
piling up capital. Tom had no idea of makmg
a great fortune in the mines now, for he saw
that there was little chance. Most of the valuable lands were gobbled up by large inte~·ests. TI:e
placer miner had little chance, and rn time it
would be hard indeed for the independent prospector to find a field.
One day, however, Tom was busy at the ca~in
washing up some specimens of quartz when White
suddenly appeared. The moment Tom saw him he
felt that there was something wrong.
His face was very pale and his manner constrained. He went into the cabin and was busy
a while with some -o f his effects. When he came
out he staggered and seemed ill.
"What is the matter, Cass?" asked Tom, in
solicitude. "Are you ill?"
The prospector hung his head a moment.
"Well" he said at last, "I will say that I do
not feel'very well. I guess it is nothing."
"See here, Cass," said Tom, anxiously, "I have
noted of late that you are pale and nervous. I
think you have been working too hard. Now suppose you take a little rest."
"Rest?" i,aid C_a ss, in a hollow voice. "I ~
sorry, kid, but there is no rest for me any more.
Tom was astounded and puzzled. He looked
hard at his mate.
"What on earth do you mean, Cass:

The mine1· did not answer at that moment. He
went back into the cabin. When he came out he
had some papers in his hand. He sat down on a
bench and looked them over. At last he look~d
up and his face was gray in hue, as he said
huskily:
"Kid, I have been on the square with you always, haven't I?"
.
,
"Why sure " said Tom, in wonder.
"All 1:ight ! ' I am going to terminate our partnership."
,,
"What?" gasped Tom. "What do you mean?
"Oh it is not because I want to, I can assure
you. I like you, kid, as I never liked any other
person but my mother before. But there 1s a
reason for it that you will understand when I
have told you something. Come over here and
sit beside me. · I want to take a look at the canyon over there and see the sun go down again. It
will be the last time for )ne."
His voice broke a little. Something of a st_ran~e
horror broke upon Tom. He wondentd if his
mate's head had gone wrong. There was a possibility as he had been working hard in the warm
sun of iate. But he went over and sat beside J:iim.
White grasped his hand and looked straight
into his eyes.
.
"
.
"You believe in me, Tom," he said.
You like
me?"
"I never liked any one better, Cass. I certainly believe in you. No person could make me
do anything else."
"Thank you! It makes me feel better. I will
say that you are the only r~al friend that I eyer
knew in my life. Now I will tell you something
that I ought to have told you in the first place.
Maybe if you had known it you would not have
taken me for a partner. I have felt right along
that I was not doing right in not telling you. Boy,
I am innocent of any wrong deed in my whole
life a s the average man. Yet I am going to tell
you that I am not fit to be your partner. You
will turn from me in disgust and dislike when I
inform you that I am not what you have believed
me. I am a man under the ban of the law. I am
wandering about the world with a price on my
head. I am an outlaw and an outcast. I served
foui· years in prison and escaped and came here.
Now you can turn from me if you wish and I will ,...
not blame you."
With a groan White bowed his head in his
hands and his strong frame shook with emotion.
Tom was horrified and pained. He could not
speak for a moment.
Far from feeling an aversion for his partner,
however 1 he felt only strong compassion. He
placed a hand on his head, and said softly:
· "Cass, why should you think I would turn from
you?"
The miner gave a start and raised his head.
He looked long· and straight into the boy orphan's
eyes. His whole soul went out to Tom then.
"Do you mean that, boy? Do you not despise
me? You do not turn from me and feel that I
am not fit to remain in your company longer?"
"I have no right to judge you, Cass," said Tom,
gently. "You have always been a man to me.
Whatever is charged against you by the law you
will have to settle with the law; not with me."
( To be continued)
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GOOD READING
HOW ARRESTS IN SWEDEN ARE MADE
In Sweden, unless the person wanted by the
Ilolice is a desperate criminal, his arrest is usually deferred until night in order that he shall
be spared the ignominy of being marched captive
thrc,ugh the ·streets before the gaze of the public.
KILLS JAMAICA BAY SHARK
A 300-pound shark was caught in Jamaica Bay
. near lower Fifohkill l'ecently by George Groth of
that place. For ·ome time fishermen have suspected the presence of sharks in the v,icinity and
Groth set out to determine the truth.
As bait he used weakfish on a hook fastened by
a chain to a line of sash cord. Presently a· shark
took the bait. Then ensued a .contest of threequarters of an hour between fisherman and fish.
At the end of that time the exhausted sha1·k was
pulled alongside the launch, shot and stabbed.
Earlier in the day a shark was seen by John
Schaeffer of Canarsie landing, while fishing in
Jamaica Bay.
WOMAN STARVES TO DEATH
Hilda Coe, forty, was found dead of starvation,
and her sister. Mona Coe, thirty-seven, in a weakened and possibly critical condition, watching by
the body at their home in a select residential district, Carthage, l\fo. The elder sister had been
dead mo1·e than twenty-fom· hours, according to
Dl'. H. Laforce, physician for Jasper County.
Neighbors asserted that the sisters apparently
had nothing to eat foi· several wezks but leaves
and berries ga•hered at the roadside . Attempts
to relieve their dis·;;ress, neighbors declared, wel'e
rebuffed
The sisters inherited wh<it was s:i.id t~ have
been a considerable estate fl'om theil- father, a
retired farmc1·. Gradually, the neighbors sav,
theil- property was solrl a s ihe sisters needed
money. With increasing poverty, the women
shunned acquaintance and gradually became recluses.
LARGEST

SUSPENSION BRIDGE TO BE
BUiLT
The world maTveled when fmroiis old Brooklyn
Bridge was built. Many scientific constructi0n
engineers said it couldn't be done and that the
b1·idge wouldn't stand the strain. It has stood fol'
over 40 years, and since its construction other
larger and more wonderful bridges have beeti
built, but the mind of t-he public still holds old
Brooklyn Bridge in a place of reverence. It is
one of the landmarks of New York, and every visitor, before he leaves, must see the bridge or go
back to his home in Ohio or Indiana or Kentucky and admit that he has failed to see one of
the sights of New York-or of the whole country, for that matter. The po1;:ition of Brooklyn
..._ Bridge in the minds of popular fancy is secure,
for it was the first of its kind. But in the list
of remarkable engineering feats the old bridge
has long ceased to hold its position at the top.

Greater bridges have been built and these greater
ones have beeri surpassed by still greater ones.
At present the Williamsburg Bridge across the
East River in New York City has the longest center span of any suspension bridge in the world,
but it will soon give up its supremacy and go
down into the list of also rans. The Bear Mountain-Hudson River bridge which is being constructed near Peekskill, N. Y., will hold sway as
the greatest-for a time. This new structure
which will be opened about April, 1925, will have
a center span of 1,632 fcet-32 feet longer than
that of the Williamsburg Bridge. Its towers will
rise to a height of 360 feet, while the height of
the bridge sp,m will be 155 feet-20 feet higher
than any of the bridges in New York City.
The rapirl. growth of the population of New
York and the automobile industry have raised a
~rying demand for _roads to cool country regions
m the summer, and the probl~m of supplying
adequate road facilities for the thousands of
machines has been a difficult one. Ferries crossing the Hudson River into New Jersey have been
unable to take care of the crowds and the need
of a bridge has long been felt. The location of
the bridge wns decided upon because of the narrowness of t he river at that point and because
the natural cliffs of rock will provide ample support for the ·weight of the structure.
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INTER.ESTING R.ADIO NEWS AND HINTS
Cockaday Four Circuit Amplifier and Receiver
Well, boys, this week we are going to give you
directions for building a radio that will make you
the envy of all your friends. It's a wonder-one
ui the kind you can't buy ready-made, so if you
want 'one, you'll have to get the parts and construct it yourself. Any boy who i · handy with
a few tools can easily make this circuit, and
have all kinds of fun with it. And when it's
finished you'll have a radio that will do almost
everything one of those high-priced ones wiU do.
It is loud and clear, has very little rasping, no
Fquealing, and produces voices and mu;;ic so distinctly that you would imagine they were right
in the room with you. Not only that, but it picks
up D. X., which means distant broadcasting stations. It is one of those all-around useful machines without any fancy frills that does all you
ask of it, as obedient as a good boy. What more
~an you ask? I made one, and it certainly wo1·ks
fine. In spite of the. fact that I've built lots of
other kinds, this one is my favorite so far. But
they are getting out new receivers all the time,
so I may strike a better one some day. Anyhow,

screw-driver, a pair of pliers, and some sandpaper. If you buy the panel ready-made and
drilled and the baseboard, too, all you'll need is
the screw-driver and pliers. The first thing to do
is to drill the ;panel according to where the instrument screws and shafts go through it. But
it is best not to do this until you have the condensers and rheostats and jacks so you can see
the size and location of the holes you must make
for them.
This four-circuit amplifier and receiver, shown
in the diagram above, costs very little.
As can
be seen, it is a combined receive1· and amplifier,
every p~rt of which can be bought. The parts
requfred are:
1 Bakelite panel, size 7x18 inches.
1 hardwood baseboard, 6%xl 7x ½-inch thick.
1 Coclrn.day coil.
2 17-platc variable condensers.
2 30-ohm rheostats.
1 6- or 8-ohm vernie1· rheostat.
2 jacks, one double and one single.
2 audio transformers, 10 to 1 and 5 to 1.
3 lamps and i::ockets for U. V. -tubes.
1 megohm grid leak, tubular shape, and rack.
1 000::!5 mica fixed condenser.
2 switches, one small and one medium.

A.

Cockaday Four Circuit Amplifier and Rec e·i.ve1·
I'm going to explain how to build this one. With
the diagram you can see jus:t about where the
different parts are placed, what these · parts are,
and how the)f are wired together. You can get
the parts of any dealer in radio supplies. I have
tried to avoid using hard technical words that
you might not understand, but in some few places
I have had to use these jawbreake1:s a few times
in order to make mr-meaning clear. You can't
fail to see what I am driving at when you read
this article all through.
To begin, all the tools you'll need is a saw,
a plane, sevexal sizes of dl'ills for the panel, a

10 switch points and stops.
1 002 fixed condenser
7 binding posts.
1 sheet of copper foil 6xl2 inches.
Bus bar and spaghetti ( about 14 lengths of
each).
There was no space to show where the 002
fixed condenser was placed, but it is located under the three switch points which, with the small ,
switch, are fastened on top of a little hard rubber table an inch wide, two inches long. It rests
on two wooden blocks an inch and one-half high.
The terminals of this condenser are soldered be-
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tween the switch and the G terminal of the third
lamp. With the little table in place the condenser
is hidden under it.
This switch is a refinement of the set. If the
signals are too loud or "scratchy" the tone can
be reduced and scratching removed by moving
the switch arm from the center point to the left.
By rnoving it to the right the sound is reduced
still more.
You will also notice that the 4 meg grid leak,
and the 00025 condenser are mounted separate.
The leak rack has a small binding post at each
end for the wiring connections.
·
The 00025 condenser had one eyelet secui·ed to
the G terminal of the detector tube, and bends
straight up, a wire connected to it tapping in on
a wire to the 17-plate condenser. The ti·ansformers are placed one with the primary (Marked P)
facing the siae, and the primary of the other
facing the panel. A wire connects the positive
(x) of the A battery and the negative (-) of
the B 22½-volt battery.
The Cockaday coil stands between the two variable condensers with its small coil pressing
against the panel. As the 7 switch points are
below the small coi'!, the leads from it can be
made very short when going to the ends of the
switch points. You will notice a v-shaped mark on
the big coil drawing. That:means a piece of ~u?bar with a spaghetti covermg. One end of 1t 1s
soldered to the end of the first switch point behlnd the coil, and the busbar is brought out,
around the smallest winding on the coil, making
one loop. The other end is then fastened to the
aerial binding post. In order to make 'ihis and
the small coil connections, it is necessary to detach the large coil from the small one. They are
merely held together with a piece of bolted brass.
When the switch connections are soldered, the
large coil is connected to the small coil again with
a screw bolt. The dotted line shows the busbar
going around the big coil.
Great care must· be exercised when winding the
instruments together to avoid running any two
wires side by side for any distance. Bend your
wiring at neat angles and ~fter bending cover
wires with spaghetti, as bendmg them when covered breaks the spaghetti. Use as little flux as
~ possible when soldering. Use pastes, as acids _corrode the joints and see that your soldering non
is good and hot.
The set is wired up just as you see it in the
diagram. Fold the diagram its full width, then
lay the lamp section in flat, a!)d hold the_ rhe_ostat section upright and you w11l see how it Wlll
look when finished.
'I'his set requires a six-volt battery for the filament of the lamps and a 45- and a 22½-volt B
batteries for the circuit.
The jacks can be placed low down on the panel
so they will be within half an inch of the ~aseboard, and the rheostats too need not be higher
than two inches from the bottom. The Cockaday·
coil has brass clips, to fasten it with screws to
• the baseboard, and the variable condensers are
about 3½ inches up from the base of the panel.
You can put your switch and points near the
bottom of the panel tao, but can best judge the
right spot when you hold the coil in i~s position
to sec how it will connect with the pornts.
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The be,;t way to see how short you can make
your wiring is to place all the instruments on the
baseboard and mark the panel location of the instruments it holds. Keep the transformers at
least two inches apart. 'l'he battery aerial and
ground binding posts are placed at the extreme
edge of• the baseboard, and if you enclose the set
in a cabiriet you can bore holes in the back board
and bring the battery wires through to the double bindmg posts. Th.is keeps ugly wires and
unsightly binding posts away from the front of
the panel.
A U. C. 200 tube is used as a detector and two
U. V. 201 A are the amplifiers. The detector tube
rheostat has a vernier attachment by means or
which fine adjustment can be obtained, and this
controls the magnification of the incoming signals.
The result is that a tremendous volume of sound
can be obtained on a loud speaker. If phones
are used, plug into the double jack as the single
jack is meant for the horn.
This receiver does not work on a loop, as it
has no radio frequency amplification, but in summer it gives splendid results on about 30 feet of
indoor aerial st1·ung around the picture moulding
of a room. It picks up local broadcasting powerfully and distant stations can be brought in under favorable conditions. There is a certain
amount of body capacity, but this can mostly be
eliminated by shielding the back of the panel with
the copper tissue and grounding it with the wire
attached to the ground post. The end of this
wire must be soldered to the copper tissue after
the shielding is in place.
To tune the receiver the switch is placed on
the first contact point, and the dial of the righthand condenser is turned until a signal is picked
up. The detector rheostat is next adjusted, then
the dial· of the left-hand condenser is rotated to
clear up the signal.
Do not burn lamps to their full capacity, as
too much heat shortens their lives.
When the receiver is finished the three-point
switch, 002 co':ndenser, three-lamp sockets, two
transfo1·mers, grid leak, Cockaday coil and bin.ding posts are all secured to the baseboard.
The panel canies the two jacks, ~hree rheostats, two variable condensers, and the switch
and switch points. The longest wire, fastened
to the end switch point in front of the A battery
posts, runs under the jacks and 1·heostats and is
tapped in on the ground wire running from the
switch to the ground post. You will notice that
there are six connections to this wire and it serves
to shorten the leads to the ground and the Aof the filament battery. You see, the less wire
you use the better the set will work. That's why
you must strive to make very short and direct
leads from one instrument to the other.
You need not solder the wires to the lamps 01·
to any of the instruments if you solder copper
eyelets to the ends of each wire. The screws or
nuts on the instruments can be tightened down
on them to make plenty contact. Ready-made cabinets can be bought for this size radio, but if
you prefer to make one, use hardwood and varnish the in- and outside so it will not warp, as
bare wood absorbs moisture and moisture m akes

(Continiied on next page)
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COCRADA Y FOUR CIRCUIT AMPLIFIER AND RECEIVER
(Continued from page 25)
your electrical instruments leak off the fa int current they carry.
If you have 1·oom for an outside aerial use
it, as that sort of aerial gives the best 1·esults
of all. You will need from 80 to 100 f eet of wire,
preferably in · one piece, and the lead in wire is
fastened two or three feet from the nearest end.
If you can't use your roof run the aerial from
an upper window to your backyard f ence and
it will work almost as well as one fifty feet in
the air. One end must be about 30 feet above
the ground, and the lower end must be no lower
than six or eight feet from the earth. If very
high amplification is -wanted use 90 to 100 volts
in the B battery circuit.
Our next number is going to contain a working
plan and a detailed description of how to build
that latest radio wonder, a Neuti;odyne receiver.

ITEMS OF INTEREST
CHICAGO EATS MOST PIE
The National Association of Master Pie Bakers says that Chicago is the greatest pie-eating
city in the United States. Residents of that city
daily consume an average of 75,000 pies. New
York stands second. About 60,000 pies are
downed there daily. Philadelphia comes third
with 50,000. Fourth place goes to Los Angeles,
where 40,000 pies are consumed daily, and Boston is a close rival.
FIRST ADDING MACHINES
The first adding machine, purely, was invented
1,. 164?. by Blaise Pascal, the great French mathematician and physicist. The first adding machine, mo-:lified to facilitate multiplication was
invented bi 1671 by Gottfried Wilhelm Leibnitz,
the noted German philosopher and mathematician.
The first two of the multiplication machines were
invented by Leon Bolle in 1888 and by Steiger in
1894. The number of distinct machines of these

three types is remarkable, and machines are being improved and new ones being invented. There
are at present over 80 distinct machines of these
types.
CHANGING THE STARS AND STRIPES
"Old Glory" is to be changed. Science and art
have tested the old flag and have decided that it
is too long for its width. It is to be trimmed one
inch for every eight inches in length. This makes
it about the same size as the one that was carried
by Yankee troops in the American Revolution,
It is the first change made in the flag since Arizona and New Mexico were admitted to the
Union more than a decade ago. Tests by art experts and Government officials have been made
on flagstaffs of various heights. The starry field
of blue and the seven red an'cl six white stripes
have not been changed though. Except for the
additional stars it is the same emblem honored
by the nation since the days of Washington. What
is thought to be the ,largest correct flag in the ·
country is at the Post Office in Washington, D. C.
This hangs from the roof of the inner square and
spreads over six stories. The length is 70 feet 4
inches and it is 37 feet wide.

__ -·- ..
..,.

LAUGHS
"I enjoy your wife's playing. She has such a
delicate touch." "Yes, she gets that from practising on me."
"Do you think a woman should get the wages
of a man?" "It depends on whether she is married to him or not."
"John, ever since we've been married you've
never seemed the same. "what did I ever do to
you?" "You married me."
"You ask my hand in marriage. A1'6n't you
r ather ambitious?" "Yes, but I always did strive
for big things." From that moment his cas~ was
hopeless.
"What are the most important islands on the
globe?" asked the geography teacher. And without hesitation the boy from New York answered
"Ellis, Manhattan and Coney." ·
''Johnny," the teacher asked, "can you tell me
anything about Christopher Columbus?" "He discovered America." "Yes. What else did he do?"
"I s'pose he went home and lectured about it."
Little Willie-Oh, Uncle George, did you bring
your horn? Uncle George-My horn? Why I
have no horn. Little Willie-Then I wonder what
papa meant when he said you were off on a toot
last week.
Little Tommy had spent his first day at school.
''What did you learn?" he was asked on his return home. "Didn't learn nothln'." "Well what
did you do?" "Didn't do nothin'. A ...;,oman
wanted to know how to spell 'cat,' and I told her."
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INTERESTING NEWS ARTICLES
ANT IS A HARD WORKER
One afternoon I found an ant dragging_ a dead
bumblebee. It was making wonderful progress,
considering the size of its burden and the obstacles in its path, for the ground was a jungle
of short grass and twigs, writes A. D. DuBois
in Nature Magazine of Washington. The ant's
rate of progress-timed with a watch-was five
feet in five minutes, or an average of one foot per
minute.
I captured the ant and took it and its booty to
the laboratory. The weight of the ant was .0023
gram, the weight of the bumblebee was .0304
gram. Hense the bumblebee weighed 13.2 times
as much as the ant. Can you imagine a 150pound man dragging the carcass of a 2,000pound beast through the undeTbrush? If a draft
horse weighing 1,500 pounds· were relatively as
strong as an ant it would be able to drag 19,800
pounds dead weight through a jungle.
WHAT BLOODHOUNDS CAN ..DO
Bloodhounds are interested, not in attacking
the fugitive, but only in following his trail. The
ability of a bloodhound to follow even an old trail,
we learn from Samuel A. Derieux, in the American Magazine, is truly remarkable. · Fifty hburs
after the robbery of a mail train at Casper, Wyo.,
two bloodhounds were put on the trail of the bandits, and at once led the officers into the desert.
• During a 36-hour run the dogs did not hesitate
once, and finally reached the criminals, who surrendered.,_without resisting. The trail was "cold,"
but on tne other hand few if any tracks had
c1·ossed it. For that reason this incident may
seem even more remarkable than the one just
narrated. In Nebraska a man once tried to kidnap a girl. Twelve hours after the attempt two
bloodhounds were put upon his trail; they followed it almost 20 miles to a tovm holding a fair.
The streets were crowded, and people, thinking
no doubt that the hounds were part of the entertainment, stopped to watch them. Suddenly the
,..aogs turned, nudged their way through the crowd,
and with wagging tails stopped in front of a certain man. The fell<'\111 was amazed and indignant
when the officers told him that he was under arrest, but six hours later he confessed the crime.
SULLIV·AN SWIMS CHANNEL
Hem·y F. Sullivan of Lowell, Mass., has succeeded in swimming the English Channel. He
reached Calais at 8.05 o'clock Aug. 6, after swimming 90 kilometers, or 56 miles, although the distance straight across is 22½ miles. He landed in
front of Calais Casino. His time was 27 hours,
45 minutes.
When Sullivan began his swim from the
Shakespeare Cliffs he was accompanied by six
·'-men aboard a boat. For ten years Henry F. Sullivan, holder of the American endurance record,
has been trying to swim the Channel, the classic
test of long distance swimmers. Six times before
he had ti,ied and l :faile.d. , , L • l
)v
.i ,1

"'·

Only two other men had ever completed it succuessfully. Capt. Matthew Webb did it first in
1875 in 21 hours a'ld 45 minutes. His performance was not equaled for thirty-six years, although many tried. In 1911 Thomas W. Burgess
swam across in 22 houts and 35 minutes. Both
were Englishmen.
- Sullivan, who represent'! the Lowell Catl1-"'-lic
Young Men's Lyceum, is thir•,y-ore nuw and made
his first attempt to swim the Channel the year
he came of age. He intended to try again ihe
next year, but the war prevented it. He did not
get another chance until 1920. Then he got within three miles of the French coast and ten days
later within a mile and a half. He tried twice
in 1921 and got close to his goal each time, as he
did on his sixth attempt last year.
HARPOONS 12,000 YEARS OLD
A point of extreme impo1-tance for the history of phehistoric man in the British Isles has
just been settled by the publication of two reports in the anthropological periodical Man, vindicating the authenticity of two bone harpoons
found beneath the peat in Holderness, Yorkshire.
The two harpoons are one 4½ inches and the
other 10 inches long. Their interest is great, as
from certain peculiariti~s they are now shown to
be the work of Maglemose men-so called from
Maglemose, a place in Denmar~, where many extraordinary relics of very. early man were discovered. The age of Maglemose !:nan may be anything from 10,000 to even 20,000 B. C., when the
North Sea was dry, when land connected Denmark with Yorkshire and Scotland, and when the
Dogger Bank was covered with foTests.
In September, when a aper was read by Leslie Armstrong of Sheffield, at the Hull meeting
of the British Association on the Holderness finds,
the genuiness of these harpoons was challenged
by Mr. Sheppard, the curator of the Hull Museums, who declared them to be forgeries not
thirty years old.
They were consequently examined by two expert committees, whose reports haye now appeared. They were compared with four ha1·poons
from Kunda, Estonia, which are unquestionably
of Maglemose date, and were proved identical
with them in type, color and chemical condition of
the bone. The lines of cutting were also identical.
The two harpoons are declared genuine, and
Prof. Sir W. Boyd Dawkins, one of the greatest
living authorities on anthropology, writes: "I
have no hesitation in saying that the charge that
they are forgeries is absolutely without foundation." Further confirmation of his view is afforded by the discovery of a very similar harpoon
under the peat at Bethune, in France.
The harpoons are in the possession of W. Morfitt, of Atwick. Similar harpoons, with other
bone implements of the Mag·lemose period, have
been found at Oban, in the famnus MacArthur
cave.~~ !.IJ ~ "{,
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HERE AND THERE
A

A CONCRETE SPEEDWAY
There is a concrete speedway on a roof in
Turin, Italy. The track is nearly three fourths
of a mile around, 78 feet wide, with two straight
stretches united by curves 2 feet high. A concrete wall, 5 feet at the stretches and 10 feet at
the banks, gua1·ds against a sudden descent from
the roof. All the plant's cars are tested on this
roof.

MAKING STOVEPIPES WORK
How to make a stovepipe more useful has been
solved by an Eastern inventor, who has devised
a metal band to fit around the pipe. Wire holders are mounted on a ring fastened to the pipe.
From these may be hung utensils, fabrics or articles of clothing which are to be dried. Several
bands may be fitted to the same pipe to act as
plate warmers or merely as shelves. They are
within convenient reach of the busy cook and
may serve to hold food removed from the stove.
ONE OF THE YOUNGSTERS
"Play as you enter" is the welcome sign on the
sides of the "Jollytown" trolley caI"S in Baltimore, Md., _where the traction company has set
aside several cars for tl}e children to play in.
They are complete in every detail except that the
power is turned off and they are anchored to the
ground. Instead of the usual advertising cards,
Mother Goose rhymes and pictures are displayed
along the sides. Clanging gongs and the loud
calling of imaginary and unheard-of street names
afford noisy proof of the popularity of the ·p lay
cars as the crews take them along fancied routes.
PERU HAS STRANGE PEOPLE
Peru has within her borders a bewildering variety of races. There are the white people of
Spanish descent, the mestizos (half Spanish, half
native) and the Indians. The Indians themselves
are of two races-those of the mountains and
those of the forests. The highlands are the descendants of the ancient people of the Incas.
Both lowlanders and highlanders are treated as
beasts of burden by the other classes. So accuiltomed are they to .being cheated that when an
English traveler recently exploring the · Andes
paid his porters without a grumble or a deduction they congrntulated themselves upon the fact
that the "Ingles" had paid up in full.
TAKING SOUNDINGS BY LIGHT BEAMS
A London despatch states that the latest nautical invention now in use on a Newcastle pilot
boat is a machine which throws a beam of light
to the sea bottom, allowing the depth of the
water below the ship to be gauged. The searchlight is worked through a hole in the lower part
of the ship, while an observation window is placed
nearby, through which the beam of light may be

seen . A mirror is set at the end of a long observation tube running vertically through the
ship to the bridge. By working a handle an officer can take any angle on the projected beam
and by a simple calculation measure the depth
of the water below.
WONDERFUL STONES
Probably the largest stones ever used in any
building are seen in the western wall of the great
temple of Beelbek in Syria, and the problem is
still unsolved as to the methods used in conveying them from the quarl'ies and of placing them
in position. The quarries from which these
blocks were undoubtedly cut can be seen about
a half mile to the southwest of the temple. The
three stones lie horizontally and form part of the
outer wall of the building. They are not on the
lowest part of the masonry, but are 23 feet above
the first row of stones. Each stone is over 60
feet long, 13 feet high and 10 feet thick.
The mo-i;t wonderful block of all still lies in the
quarries for something must have occurred to
stop the work of separating it completely from
the rock, and the great stone has lain there for
centuries awaiting completion. This stone is 70
feet long, 14 feet high and 13 feet thick. The
th1·ee sides and part of the fourth have been
b:autifully chiseled and are smooth and even.
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"Every hour I spent on my I. C. S. Course
has been worth $95 to me! My position, my
$5,000 a year income, my home, my family's
happiness-I owe it all to my spare time training with the Scranton Schools!"
Every mail brings letters such as this from
some of the thousands of I. C. S. students. For
31 years, in offices, stores,· shops, factories,
mines, railroads-in every line of technical
and commercial work-men have been win,.. ning promotion and incre~ed salaries through
spare time study with the I. C. S. Over
180,000 men are getting ready right now for
bigger jobs ahead.
What are 11ou doing with the hours after
supper ? Can you afford to let them slip by
unimproved when you can easily make them
mean so much?
No matter where you live, the I. C. S. will
come to you. No matter what your har.dicaps, or how small your means, we h-.ve a
plan to meet your circumstances. No matter
how limited your previous education, the simply written, wonderfully illustrated I. C. S.
lessons make it easy to learn. No matter what
career you may choose, some one of the 300
J. C. S. Courses will surely suit your needs.

One hour a day spent with the I. C. S. will
prepare you for the position you want in the
work you like best. Yes, it will! Put it up
to us to prove it. Mark and mail this coupon now!
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assured. i--:.ntlrety n ew propoaftton.
Wl'!ITE /'OR FREE SAMPLES.

Wl1eeJs, lamps, horn•, equipment at
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Write to Riker & King, Advertising Offices, 11J3 Broadway, New York City, or
29 East Madison Street, CMcago, for f)articufnn abor,t advertising in this magazine.

AGENTS WANTED

PERSONAL-Continued

TO ADVERTISE our goods and
distribute freo samples to consumers; 90c n.n hour;
write for flill partlculars. American Products Co.>
_!l701 American Bldg., Cinctnnat1, Ollio.

MARRIAGE PAPJ:R-2dth yenr. Big !,sue with descrip-

AGENTS WANTED

HELP WANTED
Opport.un!ty for men and women
tor secret 1nvest1eat1on in your district. Write C. T.

BE A DETECTIVE.

_T.udwli:, 521 \Vestover Bldg-., Kansas City, Mo.
DETECTIVES NEEDED

EVERYWHERE.

Work home

or trs.vel experience. unnecessary. Write Georu \Va&:_ner, !onner Govt. DetecUve, 1968 Broadway, N. Y.

EA RN $20 weekly spare time, at home, addressln&',
mailing music, circulars. Send 10c for music, information.
Am6ricnn Musio Co.. 1658 Broadway, Dept.
oY , N. Y.

MANUSCRIPTS WANTED
STORIES, POEMS, PLAYS, ete., are wanted for publl·
cation. Submit MSS. or write Literary Bureau, 515
:Jiannlbal, Mo.

PERSONAL
ATTRACTIVE LADY, wealthy, but lonely, will marry.
(''0. ll.), care B-1022.. \Vl cllita. R:rn1as.
MARRY- \'.\'rlte for big- new directory with photos and

lescriptious Free. National ..Arency, Dopt . .A, Kansas
_City, Mo.
ATTRACTIVE YOUNG LADY, wortll $25,000, will
mRrry.
CE-BL Bo::c 1022. Wicl\Ha.. Kansas.
OACH ELOR, 88, worth $100,000, anxious to marry, Y.,
Box 35. LC81'U<", Tolerlo, 01110.
BEAUTIFUL young- lady, Oon•rness, would like to meet
Nflned, l1ighly educated gentleman. P. 0 . Box 317,
_~orfo1k, Connecticut.
B EAUTIFUL, wealthy, la.dy rancher, 40, wants llusband.
S ., Box 35, League. '.Co]edo, Ohio.
BEST, LARGEST MATRIMONIAL CLUB In Country,
Established 19 Years.
Thousands \Vealthy wlshtni:
Early Marriage, Confidential. Free. 'l'he Old Reliable
Club.

Mrs. ""ru~cl, Box 26, Oakland, Ca11r.

tions, nllotos, names and a.dclre~!les. 25 cents.
other fee. Sent sealed. Box 2265 R. Boston, Mass.

Na

LONES OME-WORLD'S GREATEST CLUB for loneRome pecr>le; largest, best: est.fl blished many ye.am

1'housanrls of nttractlve, conirental, wealthy meinbe:rs
everywl1ere, worth $4,000 to $400,000, willing to marry.
Honorable, sincere people, write. I w111 send you free
Hundreds COllll)lete dc•scrtption~.
One may be your
"IrleaJ." Am makint:' many hamly. Qutok results guaranteed: try .me.
Old Rell able Successful Club, Hon.
Ralnh Hyde, Mgr.. 166-A, Rnn Francisco.
MARRY. Thousauds cungenhtl people wnrth from $1,000
to $50,000, er.eking early miLrriagc; descriptions,
photos. 1.c.troductlons tree. Rt>ale<l. Ell.her sex. Send
no monev, ArtdreRs Rtnndard ('or. Club,.. <1rn.yR1Jtk6. Jll.
MARRY-Free i)hotographs , ctlrcctoey and descrJptlons
of wealthy memher11. Pay when married. New Plan
Co., Dept. 36. Kansas City, '.Mo.
MARRY, HEALTH, . WEALTH -Members everywhere
worth to $50,000/ Photo,, descriptions free. SOCIAL
AC'rIVfTJES, Cimarron, Kan.
MARRY-MARRIAGE DIRECTORY

with

photos

and

descriptions tree. Pay wben married. 1.'lle Exchange.
Dept, 545. Kansas City, Mo.
MAR RY : 'l'housands congenial 11eople, worth from
$1.000 to $50,000 seoking early marriage, descriptions.
photos, tut.rodurtlons rree. Srnled. J<:ith<>r $\ex. Send
no money. Address Slanclard Cor. Club. Grayslake. IU.
PRETTY GIRLIE, wealthy, but ob, so JoneTy, will
msirry. C., Club, Rox 55, Oxfor<i. "Fln.
SIXTH AND SEVENTH BOOKS OF MOSES. T<;gyptlan

secrets. Black art, other rare books.
Catalog tree.
Star Iloolt Co., 9R23 , 122 J.'ederal St., Camden, N. J.
PRETTY GIRLIE, wealthy, buL ob, so losesome, will
marry. C., l3mc 5:1. Oxford, 1-'l!l.
UNENCUMBERED widower, worth $60.000, lonely..,
wnnt.s wife. U .. Rox 3'1. LPap:ue, •.roledo, Ohio.

WHOM SHOU LD YOU MARRY? We'll tell you. Send
300 nnd blrth <late to f'harneter Stuilles, 1515 Ma.sn-nio Temple, Nc>w York ('!tv.
WEALTH with Charming Young \Vftlow, ago 22. League,
Box 77. Oxfor1I. J,,1;1.
WEALTHY, prott)', afTettlo1rnte, rrirl. would mn.rry.
Write, en.clo~ni: cnveloJ)c. Doris Dawn, South Euclid

CHARMI NG WIDOW , worLb $80,000, wlshea to marry. m~
.
Emma, l3ox: 77, Oxford. p1.,.
DO YOU WANT NEW FRIE NDS? Write Betty Lee, WHOM SHOULD YOU MARRY? We'll tell you. Send
300
and
birlh
data
to
Cllar~cter
SLudtcs,
1515
Masonio
Inc., 425 11 Broadway, New York CJty. Stamp appre'l'cmplc, New York City.
_iatcd.
IANDSOME LADY or means: woulcl mnrr.v 1f suited.
W~f.Ofe'.1 g~~J'gfffo.rancJ1,
marry. S,, Box
_ (Stamp.) Yfolet, Box 7S7. Dennison. Ohio.
YOUNG AND PRETTY GIRL, worth $65,000, 1,iJl
HUNDRED S seeking marriage. It sincere enclose stamp.
ma.rry. Club, B-1022, ·w1ch1ta. Kansas.
_Mrs. F. Willard, 2928 Br.oadwtfy, Chicago, IJ11nois.
CF LONE SOME exchange jolly 1ett.ers with beautiful
ladies and wealthy gentlemen. Era. Moore, Box 908,
Jttcltsonvlllc. Fla.. (Stamp).
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG-We compose mus!e.
LOOK WHOSE HERE! Prlnce,. OKIE world tamou,
Rubmtt your poems to us at once. New York Melody
horoscoves. Get your's today. Don't dela.y. Send full Corporation. 405 E. Roman :Bldt., New York.
r Jrthd~to and 10~, .It. Okie, Box 280, Mds. Sq. Sta.,

OToJ~~~.

will

SONGWRITERS

New 1 orlt, N. Y.

MANY CULTURED and refined men and women cteslro
to corNspond.
Ohiect matrimony.
1t interested

:'1&o~iALorBtltEAi?o5\1~!10:1lt

TOBACCO HABIT
TOBACCO or SnutT Ra.bit cured <»" no pay.
$1.00 if
t'ledy aent Oil trial
Superb& Co .• PO.,.

D~~t~~?ochrc~l~~ Ba~t~~re#

The permanent
ice layer, or stratum of f r o z en
subsoil, which lies
just underneath ,-'r
the blanket of
moss comm on
throughout much
of Alaska and has
led many to beli eve that crop
production could
not be made successful there, recedes undel' cultivation, according to 1•eports
from the Federal
agricul tural experiment stations
in that Territory.
At the Rampart s t a t i o n,
which is within
about fifty miles ,:
of
the
Arctic
Circle, the soil
was found to be
frozen to within
eight inches of
the surface when
the first clearing
was made and the
moss removed in
the summer of
1900.
The ice
layer has now receded to a depth
of six or seven
feet.
A well was dug
some time ago to
a depth of twenty-five feet on
land on the lower
Yukon
R i v e rwhich had been
under cultivation
about ten years
and no permanent
ice encountered.
The presence of
this frozen subsoil is not without
advantage in the
interior of Alaska, where the
rainfall is light
and dry seasons
sometimes
prevail. At s u ch
times the moisture from below -t
is brought to the
l'Oots of plants by
capillarity and
crop production is
assu1·ecL

.
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Copy This
Drawing Table __,

Get It

REE
On My Offer to Students

Complete Draftsman's

Outfit Also FREE

Any one of 16 years or older, sending in a sketch
of the drawing of draftsman's table shown here,
will receive free and postpaid an Ivorine drafts•
man's pocket rule.

These. are the regular working instrumentsthe kind I use myself. The same kind that you
will use when you have completed my course
and have become a regular draftsmen. Its vah~B

is $25.00. l give them free if you enroll at once. This
outfit includes Nickel Silver drawing instruments,
drawing board, T square triangles, French curve, ink,
ruler, pencil, besides the free draftsman's table. Send in
the coupon for information.

Salaries Up to

s250 to s300 a Month
s90 Drafting
Course Given Away!

To every student enrolling now I give an opportunity of getting a $90 drafting course absolutely
without cost to him. Even if you don't send in a
sketch send in the coupon today and learn all about
this offer.

Positions paying up _to $250 and $300 per
month which ought to filled by skilled draftsmen are vacant everywhere. There are in
every part of this country ambitious men,

w _ho with practical training and personal assistance
will be qualified to fill the positions. I can now take and
train a limited number of students personally and I will
give to those students a guarantee to train them by mail
UNTIL placed in a permanent position at a salary up to
$250 and $300 per month.

;••••••••a••••••••••••••••a•• ••••••••••••
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•
•
•

•
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Chief Drartsman, Engineer's Equipment Co.

1951 Lawrence Ave., Div. 10-96 Chicago, m.
Without any obligation to me please mail your book
"Successful Draftsmanship" and full particulars of your
liberal "Personal Training" offer to a few students.
Also full information as to how I can get a $90 Drafting
Course Free. Send Ruler to me FREE.
Nam# ...................•........................•• ••••••

Add,-ess ............................................ .... ..
City ... ...........•. .•....•...••.•......

Airs-·•·•·•••••••-

,,

WILD WEST \lVEEKLY

OUR TEN-GENT HAND BOOKS

- - LA'rEST ISSUES
l.Ou3 Youni::- Wil<l West's Lightning Leap; or, A DesrwrHt<' DUE'\ on Ho1'S(c'U8Ck.
1054 " ln t lw Golden Valley: .,r, Ar!Ptta's Indian Sign ,
1055 " Marken Mustang; or, 'l'rapping the Horse

Useful, Instructive and Amusing. They Contain
Valuable Information on Almost Every Subject.
No. 1.
NAPOLEON'S ORACVLUlC AND DREAllt
BOOK. Containing the great oracle of human destiny: alKo tl1e trnf' 1nt?nniug of almost any kincl. of
dream . toge tlle1· with charms, cerr-monies, ancl <·ur1ons

'J'b h:•ves.

and "Puncher Pete"; or, Arletta and the Dyna-

1056

·•

10:\7

Almost Beaten; or, The Secret of the Blnsterl
Pine.
•· Buffalo Flnnt; or, Arletta's Awful .ltlcte.
" at Bo"Jivar Butte; or, 'l'he Camo Tl1at Was Run
bv ''Rnil" Men .
" anci the Trapped Troopers; or, Arietta and the
,\.pachc Arnhnsl1.
" and the· Cowgirl Queen; or, The Clenn-up at
Ranch Forty.
" and the Indian Agent: or, Ar!etta's Daring
Expose.
" and the Rich Ranchero; or, The Shot That
Made n Friend.
" and the Death Stream; or, Arletta's Awful
A1tPrnatlve.
" nni! "Spotted Sam": or Trailing II Halfbreed.
" Scrimmage in 1\fexico; or, Arletta and the Vn(Juero Danrl:v.
" Bnlldng the "Bad" Men; or, Saved by t11e Clever
Chlnee.
" Leadi11g tl1e Cowboys; or, Arletta's Fight With
the Rustlers.
" Outwitting the Outlaws; or, Dandy Dick's Deflanc<'.
" 'rursuinc: the Pawnees; or, Arletta nnd the Redskin Princess.
" and "Cunning Chip"; or, Tile Gold Gang or
the Gulch.
" nnd thr Border Crooks; or, Arletta nnd the
Smuggler Queen.
" Fighting the Fire Fiends; or, Saving a Ilerd
of C'attle.
" and the !':!lent Scout; or, The Sl,rn That Saved
the Settlement.
" Rtak!nc: a 'l'enderfoot; or, Arlcttn and the Grlzzlv Bear.
" Roplng tlie "Gl1ost Dancers"; or, Spo\llng an
Tnd!an Outbreak.
" Cnptming a Claim; 01·, Arie! ta and ..91e Gold
Pocket.
" an,l the Deadwood D ead shot; or, The Mnn Wbo
Wns Hard t o Beat.
" Rf'scuin;:,; n Ranrhman; or, Arletta nn<1 the
Renegade CowhoyR.
" BPtrayecl by a GrenRer; or, Sen led ln an Astec
Tomb.
" Flgh t at th<' Forks; or. Ariel ta anrl l11e Lost
Emigrnnt Train.
" an,1 th~ Desperado; or, '!'he MaRke,l Men or the
Mountain.
" Weston We!ron, e : or , Arirtt n's R•1·tl1/lnv GHL
" Rapid-Fire Fi ;?hf : or. TT'll<line- n C'rr,e ,,f _<sold.
" at a Cowboy "Shin<lig''; or, Arietta Calling a
Blu!'r.
" nnrl Senor Santo; or. Th<' Rrignn<ls of the
Rorder.
" C'alling th<> C,1,nlry: or, Aripttn's "'hl'llline-Ri<le.
"
H~nclv Rifl e; or, ~'hp Rnll Pt That Fonn,1 tl
Mark.
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TO DO 1,R,ICRS. - The g-ren.t hook ot
magic atHI rnrcl tricks, containing full instrnction on all
the leading card tricks of tl,,, ,lny, also 1h.e most popnlar
magical illusions ns perfol'Jnerl hy our lca,li ng mngicinns · even, boy shou ld obtain a copy of this !look.
No.' 3. :it:ow TO FLIRT . - Tbe arts and \\"ll('S of
flirtation are fully explained by this little hook. Besid<.'s the various methoc1s of bandkerchief, fan. glove,
parasol, win<1ow and hat flirtation, it containR a fnll li s t
of the language ot' nnd sentiments of flowers.
No. 4. HOW TO DANCE is the title of tJiis little boolc.
It contains full instructions in the art of rlanciug. etiquette in the hnllt·oom and at parties. l1ow to dress. nnd
full direction s for calling off in nil popular square ,lnnc<'SNo. 5. HOW TO l\IAICE LOVE. - A complete gniclc to
Jove, court~hip nnd marriage, gjvin~ sensible ndvice,
rules and c•ti(Juette to be ohscrvNl. with nrnny enrious
and intere~ting tlling-s not genC'rally known.
.
No. 6. HOW TO nEcO~rE AN A'rHLETE. - G1vlng
fnll lnstrnrt!ons for Lhe use of ,lumhhells, Indian clnhs.
parallel bn rs. l1orizonta I hsrs an<1 various ol bt>r metllo<ls
of rlevelo ping a goo<l, healthy mu scle; containing over
sixtv illustrat.lons
•
No. 7. IIOW TO KEEP BU~DS. - IJandsom,'l.V illns-

mite.

f'o,: &fllr IJ,v all newstlirntertt, or wHT be 111C"nt to an;9

ruldr«-10; on r"C'f"i)'t ot pri<'e, . 7e per ('OflY, In n1oney et
\1ostn~:'" i;.tnrn1lR, by
HA HTIY l':. WOLFF, Puhlisher, Inc.,
New Y8rk. City
li6 \Y,st 23,1 Street,

SCENARIOS

HOW TO
WRITE THEM

Price 35 Cents Per Copy

This book contains all tbe most r ecent changes in the
method or construction nnd su hmission of scennrios.
Sixty Lessons, covering every phase of scenario writing. For sale by all Newsdealers and Bookstores.
It you cannot procure a c9py, scud us tbe price,
35 c·N1ts, lu money or postage stnmps, and we w\11
mall yon one. postage free. Address
L. SENARENS, 219 Seventh Ave., New l'ot·k, N. l'.

trntecl and containing fn11 instruct.ion~ fo1· the mm1:ig-Pment a11<1 tr;iin!ne; of the canary, mocking hir<I, l'lobolink,

bl~ckbir<l, pnroqnct·, prrrrot. etc.

No. 8. now 1'0 BECO~IE A VENTRILOQUT~T . R)' II11rn, KPnnedy. EvPry intelligent boy 1'Ntlling tb!s

hook of instrnctions can master the art, ancl Pr~ntP nny
amount or fun for liimself and friends. It is the grPntest hook ever puhllsheil .
No. 10. HO\\' 'l'O nox. -Tb e art or self-d~f,-use mnile
~ns.v. Containing over thjrt, lllnstrnl 1011s of g11nrrls,
hlows, nn,I tlic cliffPrPnt positions of n good l>o,cpr_
Every hoy should ohtnin 0110 of t11es uspful an<l instrurtivp hooks, as it n·ill tearli you how to l>ox without
au instrnrtor.
No, n. now 'l'O WRIT!<; T,OVE-LET'l'ER!il. - A most
complete !iltle hook. containing f11ll clir('ctions for writ0

~

inp: lovf'-1C'1 t"'r~. nn<l wiwn to use tl1C'm, giving Rpe-c i-

111Pn letters for yonng and old.
No. 12.

HOW '1:0 W'Rl'rl~ LETTERS TO LADIES. -

Giviug complete inMructions for writ.in,r letters to ln11ies
on rtll snbjccts; also 1Pttp1•s of introduPtion, noteR and
l'C<lll l?S l ~.

No. 13. HOW TO DO JT; or, BOOK OF ETJQUETTE.

- It is ·1 great life sec~ct. ancl one tbnt eYrry young
m,, n dPsircs to know nil aho11t. There's happiness in lt.
No. H. UOW TO MARE CA...VDY.-A complete hnn<lhook for mnkin:r all kinds of candy, jce-crN1ms, s:vrnps,
e:--.;;i:,nce:-:. fltr .. f'tc-.
No. J7. HOW TO DO ~rECHANICAL TRICKS.-C'on-

ta'nin,?'. compl~te instructions for n0rforming over sixty
mrdinniral trkks . F111Jv illu s.trntr/1.
.
Jl."o. 18 uoy,, TO IlECO:.\IE nEA.l:'TIFUL.-One of the
hriglltrst an<l most vnlnahle little hoqks ever given to -<.

fll(' worlrl.

~Ye1·yl1ncly wishes to know how to hPC'ome

hrnntifn!. hoth male an<I female. The secret is shnph>,
nnrl n!i1,ost restless.
No.

20.

HOW

TO

ENTERTAIN

AN

EVENJ..,..G

J' AF-T Y. - .\ l'Ompletr rnmpenc1ium of games, sports,
cnr,l rli"Prsio11s, comic r ec itals, etr., suitn!ilc for parlor
or <lt·n"•in_c;-room rntertnlnmeut. It contains moi·r fnr
(hr money than nn)' J,ook pnhlisherl.
No. 21. HO"' TO JTUNT AND FTSH.-Thr most comp!Ptr J,unting nnrl flshin::: guirl(' ever puhlisl1rcl. It con tnlns full instructions Ahont guns. !ninting <logs, lrrrps,
trnppin:::- anrl Dsl1ing, together wtth description of gnme
a nrl fish.
No. 23 . HO'W TO EXPLAIN DREAMS. -This little
took gi\-es th~ ~xplnnntion to all kiocls of dreams, togpther ,,·Hh lnrk:y anrl 11nlnck:v days.

No. 24. now TO '\VRI " LETTER!': TO GENTLEMEN. - C'ontnining full direcUons for writing to gentle•
men on nil subjects.

For sale by all newsdealer·s or will be sent to
any address on receipt of price, l'O cents per ·copy, ,
in money or postage stamps, by

HARRY E. WOLFF, Puhlisher, Inc.
166 West 23d Street

New York

-..
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